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ALGARVE P L U S

It's April, it's Easter, it's bring on the sunshine – as doors start
re-opening, businesses move forward into the next chapter and
hopefully, slowly but surely, we get into a new way of life that
can be shared with friends and family. We've proved we can cope
– often against all odds – and we've met the challenges that arise
when freedom is curtailed and we have time on our hands.
So what have you discovered about yourself in this past year?
What new interests have surfaced? What passions have taken
over? What life-changers have introduced a very different
perspective? From bread baking to language learning, painting
to writing to furthering an existing skill, we've all found ways to
broaden our thinking and add to our list of achievements.
In terms of interests, travel must be right up there, with a
new-found curiosity about the places we have long promised
to visit but always labelled 'next year'. The features we have
focused on in AlgarvePLUS – the introductions to the towns and
countryside, cities and sights in Portugal alone – have awakened
the intrepid traveller in many of us, and now's the time to start
thinking about that long weekend away, or those day trips to
places where the warmth of history and tradition stand next to
the cool of 21st-century modernism.
In the months ahead, we will bring you more: more places,
more people, more attitudes, more challenges to conventional
thinking. Because that, as we have all come to realise in the past
year, is what keeps the wheels oiled and helps us move forward
in this very new world.
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Welcome

NEWS
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The great outdoors
Sunny days are here again and it’s time to revisit your terrace
décor. Dunas Lifestyle has some stunning pieces from B&B Italia. The
Canasta chair, by Patricia Urquiola, took its inspiration from a wicker
basket found in the Far East. She reinterpreted the traditional design of
the octagonal holes in Viennese cane, mixing two patterns to transform
the product into the complex macro-pattern. It takes four hours for two
craftsmen to put the interlacing on the structure, so each chair is as
much a work of art as a piece of functional furniture. dunas-style.com

l
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Join the
fan club

ALGARVE P L U S

Whether you want to cool
down on a hot summer’s
day, or dress your walls
with a special personality, a
Bolga fan from Lola & Mawu
could tick all the right boxes.
Made in Ghana, in natural
straw, they are fair trade and
vegan. This one, Marsala,
is a perfect example of the
designs on offer – if you are
going the décor route, you’ll
want a selection. €32.60.
lolaandmawu.com

F R O N T C OV E R :
What makes a great cover shot? An
image that stands out and makes a
statement. Like this one.

DRY STYLE

www.taviradartes.com
Visit us: Travessa Jacques Pessoa 8,Tavira, 8800-374

Hamam Originals towels are traditionally
handwoven in southeastern Turkey,
from certified organic cotton. Weighing
in at a fast-drying lightweight 280g, they
feature a herringbone pattern and loosely
knotted fringing. For bathroom, beach,
pool or boat – and for the baby – they
come in a great range of fresh colours.
90cm x 170cm. €34, from hamamoriginals.com/hamamtuch-ibiza.html

Call us: 962 012 111 Email us: taviradartes@gmail.com
Follow us:

www.facebook.com/taviradartes

www.instagram.com/tavira.dartes

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE

A BUILD WITH
A DIFFERENCE
Arriving here in Portugal is
Honka, a global pioneer in logbuilding technology, with more
than 85,000 houses around
the world. This Finnish firm
has the perfect recipe for the
construction of quality healthy
homes, individually designed
with the client in mind, be
their choice traditional or
contemporary. Definitely
worth investigating. Find out
more from agent for Portugal,
Denis O’Leary, ecologhomes@
outlook.com and visit
honka.com to see the huge
number of possibilities.

ON SCREEN AS
NEVER BEFORE
The home cinema is in the shade now,
with the world-wide launch of the
C Seed M1 TV, designed by Porsche
Design Studio, and built into the floor
from which is arises like an elegant
sculpture with wings that open out.
The world’s first foldable 165-inch
MicroLED TV, it is the latest evolution
in luxury AV technology, giving new
meaning to state of the art. Installation
is project managed by the C Seed
team. For enquiries, contact Viennabased lsb@cseed.TV

W H AT ’ S B E H I N D T H E B E D ?
Of course, you could settle for white paint and a headboard, or you could
go all out for glamour and individuality. Made-to-measure wallpaper murals
are a serious trend, and there is a huge choice of designs out there from UK
company Wallsauce. This opulent number – Geode Wave, by Lara Skinner – is
€47 M2 and includes paste or peel/stick finishes. Allow three to five days for
courier delivery to Portugal. Check out wallsauce.com for an amazing choice.

wish
list

UNESCO IN
PORTUGAL
Planning to work your way
around the country soon?
There are 16 cultural sites on
UNESCO’s World Heritage
list and one natural – the
Laurisilva of Madeira, the
world’s largest surviving
area of laurel forest, dating
back to the dinosaurs. That
deserves a special trip, but
in the meantime, here’s what
you can see a little closer to
home, and the year each was
inscribed on the list:
Alto Douro Wine Region,
2001
Angra do Heroísmo, Azores,
1983
Convent of Christ, Tomar, 1983
Cultural Landscape of Sintra,
1995
Elvas and its fortifications,
2012
Historic Centre of Évora, 1986
Historic Centre of Guimarães,
2001
Historic Centre of Porto, Luis
I Bridge, and Monastery of
Serro do Pilar, 1996
Pico Island Vineyard, 2004
Monastery of Alcobaça, 1989

THINK SUSTAINABILITY
H&M has long enjoyed its reputation
as a leader, and shows its true colours
when it comes to making a difference.
The group is introducing a new
concept, launching collections that
celebrate sustainability processes. First
out is Science Story, available now
from selected stores and online. Great
looks, and great message.
IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE

Monastery of Batalha, 1983
Monastery of the
Hieronymites and the Tower
of Belém, Lisbon, 1983
Prehistoric Rock Art sites
in the Coa Valley and Siega
Verde, 1998, 2010
Royal Building of Mafra, 2019
Sanctuary of Bom Jesus do
Monte, Braga, 2019
University of Coimbra, 2013
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Hurray for coffee and cake options – and they don’t get much
better than at Loulé’s Bean 17 Coffee and More, by the side of
the municipal market. Open now for takeaway sales from the
door, Tuesday-Friday 10.00-13.00 / Saturday 8.00-13.00. When
the go-ahead is clear, hours will be extended and there’ll be a
place to sit and relish what’s on offer. Ilona’s Banana Bread and
Apple Pie are major flavour treats. Call 935 795 858 to order.

l

Salad set from the grandly-named
Les Jardins de la Comtesse, as
bright as the compositions you’ll be
producing in the summer months.
Extra winning feature is they are
made of melamine, which means they
are virtually unbreakable. €12.50,
from the Toucans of Rio collection.
lesjardinsdelacomtesse.com

ALGARVE P L U S

A PIECE OF CAKE

AT YO U R S E R V I C E

If The Queen’s Gambit awoke a new interest, treat yourself to a
good-looking chess set, which will help up your game. This one is allmetal, made by Corbin, and costs €123.72. yellowoctopus.com.au

NEWS
PLUS

Head west to

B E AC H SO CC E R , YO U ’ LL B E AB LE TO S LOT
A L L T H AT I N B E T W E E N V I S I T I N G S I T E S W I T H A
LONG AND COLOURFUL HISTORY

Wo rd s:

A

AS MASS tourism crept its way slowly into Portugal in

the 1960s, other parts of Europe were already rolling
and ready for their annual tourist invasions. While
Italy was welcoming six million visitors every year
and the South of France the same, Portugal and
the Algarve looked forward to around 300,000
holiday makers.
One of the reasons was the inaccessibility of
the region. Stuck down at the bottom of the Iberian peninsula
with a distinctly unfriendly and distrusting dictatorship in
power, plus another autocratic power under Franco at work
in neighbouring Spain, enveloped this country on two sides.
With the Atlantic Ocean on its other flanks, Portugal was not
high on the list of places to visit for a carefree holiday. Also,
Faro airport wasn´t inaugurated until 1966, and although
there was a good rail link from Lisbon, the national road
network was very poor.
Happily, in 1974, when the Carnation Revolution brought
democracy to the country, it aroused a curiosity among
travellers to visit this backwater with its benign climate

BRIAN REDMOND

Above: The beaches along this part of the coast are picture-postcard material with golden sands, the bluest waters and amazing rock
formations. Below: From the sea to the barbeque, the local sardines are served with boiled potatoes and a tomato salad

and the 3,000-plus hours of guaranteed sunshine each year.
Subsequent demand for accommodation for the new visitors
led to a building boom on the Algarvean coast with high rise
hotels sprouting up at a great rate, perhaps not as crudely as in
neighbouring Spain but nonetheless often-times ill-conceived,
badly designed and damaging to the beautiful unspoilt coastline
and to its towns and villages.
The classic fishing town of Albufeira was swallowed up
almost immediately and around the same time, the coastal town
of Portimão was clearly in the sights of the developers.

A bit of history
Vila Nova de Portimão as it was previously known, has a
history that dates back to neolithic times with evidence
from this period in the shape of a burial tomb the ‘Alcalar’ in
what is now the village of Meixilhoeira Grande, and much later
by the Carthaginians who, in 600 BC, founded a settlement
at the mouth of the Rio Arade that the Romans later called
Portus Magonis.
During the Moorish occupation, the town played a vital role

in the protection of the their capital, Silves, a short distance
upriver. After the Christian reconquista and during the age of
discovery, the town became important as a port and in
shipbuilding. Goods such as wine, olive oil, figs and
fish were exported, and imports from Portugal’s
colonies around the world and landed here.
The town thrived and the population
grew but, just like many other coastal cities
in Portugal, it all ended in an instant on
the morning of 1 November 1755 with the
great earthquake and its more destructive
after-effect, the tsunami.
The Mother church was destroyed, as
were the city walls. The Fortaleza da Santa
Catarina and its opposite number Castelo de
São João across the mouth of the river were badly
damaged but rebuilt shortly afterwards.
However, the 19th century saw the rebirth of Vila Nova
de Portimão´s fortunes, when it became an integral part
of Algarve´s fishing industry and new canning businesses

flourished as a result. It was finally be inaugurated as a
´city´ in 1924 and become known simply as Portimão. The
acknowledgement came from one of its illustrious
sons, Manuel Teixeira Gomes the 7th President of
the Republic.
Tourism was at one time the reserve of
the wealthy and connected and, in 1934,
the Portimão area celebrated the opening
of one of the country’s first grand hotels
south of Lisbon, the timeless ‘Bela Vista’
overlooking Praia da Rocha. This iconic
building is still one of the coastal town’s
main focal points; despite the fact that Praia
da Rocha is three kilometres away from the
main town, the holiday agencies are happy to
brand it as ‘Portimão’.

On the beach
The beaches all around are really worth visiting and to be
enjoyed at any time of the year. The seascapes are stunning –

l
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P O R T I M Ã O

its employees were fed during the off season between
January and April when sardine fishing was not allowed.
The installations at the museum are spectacular, giving a
real idea of how the process worked. The Grupo de Amigos
do Museu de Portimão, with the support of the Câmara,
curate the building which has been voted one of the top five
museums in the country.

If you prefer
traditional Algarve
city life, it doesn't
come more
authentic than
right here.

Tr e a t s f r o m t h e s e a

Portimão is acknowledged as the
sea food capital of Algarve and
some of the best fish restaurants
are within touching distance of the
ribeira. Taberna da Maré just a skip
away from Ponte Velha in Largo da
Barca is one of the town’s gems. It
offers a variety of culinary options
but basically, if it swims they will
cook it to perfection.
There are other eateries close
by that prepare fish in their own style. Avô Casimiro and
Forte e Feio are equally brilliant.
But perhaps the most modern and unique dining
experience in Portimão is Maria do Mar, a concept created
by a couple of imaginative entrepreneurs, Ana and Pedro
Costa Franco. At their eaterie, canned fish stars: sardines

flavoured in umpteen ways to enhance their glory; tuna
in herbs; mackerel fillets in olive oil, squid, and one of the
Algarve’s best, Muxama, which is tuna dry cured in the
traditional Iberian way. Each dish is served with salads
and sides but the surprise factor is that the canned fish is
served in its original tin, sometimes complete in its paper
wrapper with original art work intact.

Wo r t h s e e i n g
The town itself is easily explored on foot. The Jesuit
College Church located in the Almeda da Praça da
República is very impressive but apart from its grand
design, it is noteworthy as the largest church in Algarve.
Close to the train station, in Largo Gil Eanes, is a
curious monument that commemorates the Portuguese
Colonial War in Angola and Mozambique. There in the
square, atop a concrete mount, is a Fiat G-91 fighterbomber plane, known as ‘Gina’ to the pilots who flew
them. This little plane could reach speeds of a little under
1,200km per hour and proved its worth in a conflict known
as the Guerra de Ultramar or Overseas War.

In the fast lane
Speed is becoming a by word in Portimão. The Autódromo
Internacional do Algarve is situated a short distance
west of Portimão. This state-of-the-art racing facility can

accommodate 100,000 fans and has hosted the Moto GP
and the FIA World Endurance Championship for a number
of years. e first time since 1996, Portugal hosted a Formula
One Grand Prix. The winner was Lewis Hamilton who
managed to smash the lap record at the same time.
The Grand Prix is set to revisit this spring from 29 April
until the 2 May.
As exhilarating and fantastic as the Autódromo may
be, it’s interesting to reflect that the tombs at Alcalar,
where the first tribes inhabited this part of Algarve 3,000
years ago, are now within an engine’s roar away. But
despite its global popularity, record-breaking speeds and
sporting greatness, it will never achieve the same place in
the history of Portugal and definitely not survive to the
same age.
There is a rivalry between Faro and Portimão as to
which one should be the principal city in the Algarve.
Their population numbers are about the same and their
ancient histories are very similar. Their modern stories
are built out of tourism and their futures are bound to the
same industry but there are subtle differences, apart from
the accents which are very different.
Portimão is very much a city – worth visiting, Yes, it is
an easy day trip but if you have the time to spend a couple
of days and nights there and really investigate the area,
you will be pleased you did.

Above: Across the
water to charming
Ferragudo. Below
left: Displays in the
Portimao Musem.
Right: Modern art on
the embankment of
the Arade
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with crystal clear waters, gold and ochre rock formations,
and cliffs towering from the ocean. Beach soccer has a big
following, and a dedicated area is reserved on the sands
for the sport, complete with spectator stands. Praia da
Rocha is primarily a holiday resort, but for a more relaxed
atmosphere retreat back inland to Portimão itself for a
very different experience.
High rise apartment buildings
are common in the city which is
home to thousands of working
families who are busy making a
living; some of the buildings may
be a bit the worse for wear but
if you prefer enjoying traditional
Algarve city life then it doesn't
come any more authentic than
right here.
There are three main routes
into town. One is from the EN125
that crosses over the Ponte de
Arade, a suspension bridge built in 1991 and designed to
withstand seismic mayhem. Another is the Ponte Velha
that joins the town with the neighbourhood of Ferraguda
which is to the east across the water.
Built in 1876, it was the first road link to the town; for
400 years prior to this, the only commercial access was
by boat. The train line crosses the river and enters the
town over the Ponte Ferroviária do Arade. This perfectlyproportioned and attractive bridge is comprised of six
low-level iron arches and reputed to have been designed
by Gustav Eiffel.
A short walk along the waterfront down river brings
you to the ferry terminal that more recently connected
Portimão with Funchal, the capital of Madeira, although
the service has been postponed for now.
Nearby is a place that is top of every visitor’s list
when exploring the culture of this town. The Museu de
Portimão is housed in one of the original canning factories
that operated here in the boom times when fish were
plentiful. This impressive building was once the home of
the Feu Hermanos cannery that, in its time, was one of
the largest fish canning operations in the world.
The company had a benign relationship with its workers,
providing a creche and also ensuring that children of

l

Above left: The Jesuit
College in the old
town. Right: The
centuries-old Alacar
burial tomb. Below:
The Fort of São João
do Arade, viewed
from the Port
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P E N A PA L AC E I N S I N T R A I S TO P O F T H E V I S ITO R ’ S LI S T O F P L AC E S TO
S E E W H E N I N L I S B O N . A N D I T I S I N D E E D S P E C TA C U L A R — N O T O N LY I N
IT S P OS ITI O N , B U T I N IT S OV E RW H E L M I N G PA L E T T E O F CO LO U R S A N D
E X T R E M E D E S I G N . T H E S T O R Y B E H I N D I T I S FA S C I N AT I N G , T O O
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Wo rd s:

T WAS AN unusual arrangement when Prince
Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha married the
Portuguese queen, Maria II. According to Portuguese
law, until such times as a child was born, Ferdinand
could only be called Prince Consort, not King.
Undertaking his matrimonial duties with vigor, he
simultaneously planned an extraordinary architectural
construction to be built in the Serra de Sintra. It
was to become his legacy… the exotic Pena Palace.
Ten children later and with his building project well
underway, by 1853 Ferdinand had been Portugal’s king for
14 years. But when Maria died delivering their eleventh child,
he reverted to being a prince again. This time, Prince Regent,
ruling on behalf of his eldest son.
Now a widower with a large family and an almost finished
palace, Ferdinand had ambitions to see it completed. Avoiding
the oppressive heat in Lisbon, it was to become a summer
home and the focal point of Ferdinand’s new life.

Challenging tastes
TM: 912 737 762 . Gallery Open Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 11am - 5pm
Email: algarvegallery@gmail.com - www.corterealarte.com
Join us!

From the village of Paderne or Boliqueime, follow signs ‘Galeria’

Find us on Google Maps & Waze
GPS: 37.170100,-8.18205
Follow us on Instagram and discover new work on a regular basis.

From the outset, Ferdinand faced criticism for the Palace’s
impractical location, perched on top of the second highest
mountain in the Serra; it was reached by a treacherous
zig-zag road. Some people denigrated its ornate style,
saying it “exhibits a cacophony of minarets, crenellations,
battlements and dome".

C A R O LY N K A I N

On their arrival, visitors were met by a spreadeagled stone
Triton sprouting tree roots instead of hair. Holding up a
Neo-Gothic window, the grotesque figure presented an image
that perplexed most Portuguese. From below in Sintra, for
much of the year, the palace seemed to float unnaturally
in a hazy mist. According to the townspeople, its architect,
Baron von Eschwege, was a Bavarian eccentric better
suited to designing castles on the Rhine. It was evident that
Ferdinand’s family homes in Austria, Slovakia and Germany
were unconventional compared to local tastes. Despite this
general disapproval, the Prince Regent pressed on with the
finishing touches to complete his summer home.
At the same time, over in England’s Isle of Wight,
Ferdinand’s cousins Queen Victoria and Prince Albert were
undertaking a similar but more lightweight building project.
Constructing a predictably conservative summer residence,
their Osborne House was conceived as a place to escape
from London and the stresses of court life.
Like Ferdinand, Albert was often subjected to criticism
by the public but unlike him, Albert was never elevated
to the status of king. Even after fathering nine children,
he remained Prince Consort. English Parliamentary law
prevented – and still prevents – anyone who is not a
member of English royalty from becoming king.
When Victoria and Albert purchased Osborne House, they
immediately had the original building demolished. The new
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Top: The stone triton that welcomes visitors to Pena Palace. Above left: The 'Swiss' chalet, in the gardens of Pena Palace,
commissioned by Dom Fernardo for his second wife, Elise Hensler. Right: Osbourne House, Victoria and Albert's retreat

house was designed by Albert in an Italian Renaissance style
with two belvedere towers. By comparison to Pena Palace, it
was a much simpler construction with easy access, a private
beach, and views across the Solent.
Victoria and Albert kept in contact by letter with their
recently-widowed cousin. They had met when they were
children and in more recent years as married couples. Shared
topics of interest included the planting out of the gardens and
grounds to enhance their summer homes.

Some people denigrated
its ornate style, saying
it “exhibits a cacophony
of minarets, crenellations,
battlements and dome.”
Prince Albert’s knowledge of landscaping and forestry
enabled him to plan and oversee the Osborne estate, while
Ferdinand introduced a selection of striking and uncommon
trees to Pena Park. Originating in diverse countries and
collected over many years, Portuguese arborists were
enthralled to see Sequoia trees, Red Cedars, Magnolias,
Japanese Cryptomeria and Chinese Ginkgo. Close to the
palace, the garden was planted with ferns from Australia and
New Zealand and this area was named The Queen’s Fern
Garden, after Maria.
Sadly, Ferdinand no longer had a queen and his duties as
Prince Consort came to an end when his son Pedro V came
of age. By now superfluous to royal requirements in Lisbon,
he spent most of the year alone in his fairy tale palace on the
mountain top in Sintra. Known by the Portuguese public as
Dom Fernando, he was soon to embark upon a new romance.
Still a relatively young man at 44, with a palace like no other,

he was cultured, handsome and distinguished: “so tall they said
he could light his cigar from the gas lamps in Lisbon”.
On the minus side, he was lonely and felt he was leading
a purposeless life. It was hardly surprising that he fell in
love with the beautiful Elise Hensler who he first saw in
performance at the Teatro São Carlos; she was a trained
opera singer and 20 years his junior.

A n ew c h a p t e r
They were soon married and lived a happy and secluded life
enjoying the palace and the glorious outdoor surroundings
of Pena Park. To please his Swiss wife, Dom Fernando
commissioned an extra special love nest to be discreetly
located in the grounds. Built in the style of an Alpine chalet, it
reminded her of Switzerland where she had grown up.
On his death Dom Fernando bequeathed the palace, the
chalet and the grounds to Elise, but unable to afford the
maintenance, she sold the entire estate to the-then King
Carlos I, and moved to live abroad.
Read about the relationship between Maria ll and
Queen Victoria in Isabel Stilwell’s book, reviewed in
this issue on page 47.

ONE TO EXPLORE
Pena Palace and the Park welcomes vistors
from around the world. Peak season is Easter to
September – and it is advisable to book tickets
(check all the options) in advance and try to
avoid 10:00-15:00 when the coaches unload their
passengers. The walk from the train station is
more like a hike, 50-minutes-worth uphill. The 434
tourist bus is the best way to get there. Visit sintraportugal.com/Attractions/palacio-pena-palacesintra.html for excellent information that includes
the various tours on offer, and tuk-tuk pick-ups.
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wow-fa ct or

W I N E S

SO M M E LIE R WE NT O N A J OU R N E Y O F DISCOVE RY TO A&D WIN E S

Wo rd s:

JUSTIN O’HANLON

Obvious but welcome lees ageing and
batonage add texture and weight to an already
mouth-filling white. I rarely return to a wine
merchant two days in a row for the same
thing, but now I will happily return again
and again for this, never feeling I’ve
wasted the journey. €

3. Monologo Avesso €8
Indigenous to Minho, this aromatic
native is taken to expressive new heights
through meticulous, sustainable vineyard
management, a keen appreciation for the
varietal's natural characteristics, and careful
but noticeable use of oak. A nutty, sandalwood
element follows on from a lychee and papaya
fruit foreground, then smoky notes with the
generous roll of a rich and round white, full of
acidity-driven bite and bright primary fruit.
Of the three Monologo wines mentioned,
this is probably the most gastronomicallydriven, and would certainly sing a different
tune with food: strong-flavoured fish, fatty
meats, a sunny day, and secretos on the grill.

4. Pintado Rose €11.50

I

AM NOT given to gushing –

occasional verbosity I will concede to
– but sometimes, not often and always
when I least expect it, I am simply left
bereft of how to proceed next. "Wow"
just about gets there, and that’s all I
can say by way of introduction…
A&D Wines comprises three
main vineyard sites in the Vinho Verde region:
Quinta de Santa Teresa, Casa do Arrabalde
where their viticulture story began, and Quinta
dos Espinhosos. The first is a 33-hectare plot,
situated in the Baião sub-region bordering the
Douro Valley, where it shares its neighbour’s
characteristic terraced vineyards and chalky
granitic soils. Casa do Arrabalde, a family farm
for generations, is where the art of viticulture
and winemaking stems from, and Quinta dos
Espinhosos offers a unique microclimate and is

a formative part of A&D Wines' more modern
approach to viticulture and sustainable
agriculture.

1. Monologo Sauvignon Blanc €8.50
It is generally hard to find Portuguese
productions of Sauvignon that typify the
varietal – often warmer climatic influences,
longer ripening times or unsuitable soil types
leave us with overly aromatic, unctuous
offerings.
It is a nut not often cracked by Portuguese
wine-makers. A&D though, terroir-driven and
focused on pure expressions of the varietal’s
natural characteristics, has done a simply
fabulous job.
Good sun exposure, diurnal range, single
vineyard site and, most importantly, actively
pursued bio-diversity in the vineyard, are all

key elements in this expressive but refined
Sauvignon, where herbaceous notes from
abundant rosemary nearby adds a green and
leafy element to a fruit-driven white. One of
the few really good expressions of the varietal
I’ve seen here.

Pintado (painted, to take ink, represented
by means of painting, full-figured or perfect)
has the softest hues that no maceration can
imbue. Pintado is a blend of Touriga Nacional
and Vinhão, made from the ‘tears’ or first press
of the red varietals, the almost imperceptible
colour extracted from the skins as the juice of
the reds runs over their tinting skins.
What a beautifully elegant way to extract

what you wish to achieve. It speaks volumes
to the level of care, attention to detail and
unconventional way A&D approaches the
process. This is not a poolside blush, it is more
considered in its character as much as its
production. Red summer fruit, infused with
body and persistence – think strawberries
and cream but nothing sweet – and soft brush
strokes of flavours to savour. Imagine what fun
you could have with pairings.

5. Singular €10
Singular is a fine example of what is in my
mindset when perched atop my soap box
and pontificating that “not all Vinho Verde is
fizzy, nor is it green." Such misconceptions
are commonplace and fall within the purview

of the non-Chardonnay-drinking Chablis
enthusiast. Vinho Verde is a wine-producing
region, and Portugal’s largest one at that.
Stretching from the boundaries of the Douro
valley, to the Atlantic coast across to Spain,
this vast swathe of vineyards, terroirs and
microclimates is not the sum of its largest
exports. A huge shift to developed, mature,
more complex styles of white has been ongoing
for some time.
Singular is a well-woven tapestry of old
vines, indigenous varietals, modern wine
making and environmentally-conscious
practices. It is oaky, opulent, complex and
confounding, a careful selection of parcels
and varietals from the estate's best grapes. At
just two years old, this wine is young, full of
youthful exuberance, but matured by older
vineyard selections, careful integration of
barrel and bottle age. It is a fantastic example
of just how serious an endeavour wine making
in the north has become. It is ready to drink,
preferably alongside food (throw some pig
cheek at it and see who comes off the worse for
wear). But should you – by design or oversight
– leave bottles to lie for years to come, it will
still likely drink as if it’s young.
Not enough can be said for a production
so focused on cultivating biodiversity in the
vineyards, sustainable vineyard management,
largely organic production, and minimal
intervention. With the nation’s best labelling,
great wines to boot, it's a case of boxes ticked,
cellar filled, plenty of white and ice.
What, folks, is not to like?

2. Monologo Chardonnay €8
This is a sustainably made, single vineyard,
organically grown and unoaked Chardonnay,
a focused exercise in expressing the potential
of a vineyard site and varietal combined. One
of the most enjoyable offerings of this onceforeign but fast becoming native varietal. No
overworking of the grape, or heavy-handed
influence of oak, just a sumptuous synergy of
fruit, acidity and minerality. Fresh and zesty,
but more Pink Lady apples and underripe pear,
than the expected Granny Smiths.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Herbaceous notes from
abundant rosemary nearby
adds a green and leafy element
to a fruit-driven white.
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D iscover

B R A G A
TO T H O S E W H O H AV E V I S I T E D B R AG A ,
I T I S N O R E A L S U R P R I S E T H AT T H I S
CITY IN THE NORTH OF PORTUGAL HAS
BEEN VOTED THE BEST EUROPEAN
D E S T I N AT I O N 2 0 2 1 , A F T E R B E I N G
SELECTED FROM A LIST OF 20
FINALISTS COMPETING FOR THE TITLE

Wo rd s:

ANNA ZIELAZNY

N

ESTLING in a valley that can be admired
from one of the most important churches
in Portugal, Braga is a very special place
for the Portuguese people themselves, for
pilgrims, and for those who search of a
glorious place to visit.
One of the oldest cities in Portugal, Braga’s
history dates back some 2,000 years; it is also
among those cities across the world most
deeply rooted in Christian tradition.
As proof can serve, over 30 churches give Braga the title of the
Portuguese Rome. The rich Catholic culture can be found on each
step, enchanted in the big squares, hidden in small chapels, concealed
in the niches on a wall in a little side street, and in spectacular temples
that tower over the city.
The old town of Braga is revealed once you pass through the Arco
da Porta Nova. This 17th-century triumph arch was designed by André
Soares, one of the city's most important architects. Today, visitors can
admire a neo-classicist and baroque structure, but the first gate was
opened in 1512 and allowed people to pass the walls of medieval Braga.

European Best Destinations
has been promoting culture
and tourism in Europe to
millions of travellers, tourism
professionals and the media
since 2009, and is, for the
ninth year in a row, the most
visited website dedicated
to travel in Europe. This
year, they asked travellers
the simple question: Where
would you like to go on
holiday in Europe as soon as
it is safe to travel?
Competition was fierce, as
it is every year, with only 21
days of online voting. More
than 600,000 travellers from
192 countries answered the
question, and the beautiful
city of Braga emerged
victorious with 109,902
votes.
Said Ricardo Rio, Mayor of
Braga: “This is a wonderful
recognition for Braga
and its people. We are a
destination with more than
2,000 years of history. Our
DNA is marked by both the
richness of our heritage and
the warmth of our people.
We truly look forward to
welcomIng travellers from all
over the world.”
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Once under the arch, narrow streets seduce
with their old world charm. Facades with azulejos
shine in the sun, which highlights the depths of
baroque reliefs. The town hall and Raio Palace were
both designed by André Soares and are proof that
Braga is the Baroque capital of Portugal. In the rich
structures of the buildings, there is a unique sense
of harmony in the articulation of the walls.
Over the years, each epoch left its mark,
covering, altering and adding to buildings of the
past; but to discover ancient Braga, it's worth
visiting the Dom Diogo de Sousa museum, to see its
impressive collection of artefacts.
Even though Braga has many buildings dating
from the 17th century, its medieval charm is
integrated into its very character, and nowhere
does its history reveal its full splendour than in its
cathedral, which dates back to the 3rd century,
making it one of the oldest cathedrals in the world;
the shape that we can admire today dates from
the end of the 11th century. Over the years,
the cathedral was 'improved' by the
addition of details fashionable in a
particular period.
While the cathedral is quite
modest from the outside, it can
overwhelm with its rich interior:
numerous altars drip with gold,
walls and ceilings are luxuriously
decorated, and giant organs
demand the attention of visitors.
Holy Week in Braga is
considered to be the main draw
for the tens of thousands of visitors

ALGARVE P L U S

Left: Bom
Jesus do
Monte.
Below: Raio
Palace.
Bottom:
The Arco
da Porta
Nova. Right:
Overlooking
the city

Voted the best

TRAVEL
PLUS

TRAV EL
PLUS

Below: The astonishing interior of the Cathedral. Right: a
bedroom at the Burgus Tribute and Design hotel; a hearty
sandwich, the Francesinha. Right below: Praça da Republica

T R AV E L T I P S
TO GET THERE
Braga is 50km north of Porto,
around 45 minutes by car, or an
hour by train. It’s a long drive
from the Algarve – around
seven hours – but you could
pick your route carefully and
turn the journey into a few
days of adventuring. And you
could fly – Ryanair and TAP
offer direct flights from Faro to
Braga.
W H E R E T O S TAY
Vila Galé Collection Braga ,
4-star
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to the region. There are elaborate nocturnal processions,
unlike anything you will have seen elsewhere. It is worth
going online to learn more.
In Braga, it's impossible not to notice the charming green
areas that were thoughtfully included in the city's landscape.
Some of them are simply a nice place for a quiet break,
while others were designed to highlight the buildings that
are located behind them. Jardim de Santa Bárbara, near the
Archbishop's Palace of Braga was created in the era of the
Estado Novo. The landscape was designed deliberately to
exude the idea of a romantic garden – statues and cornices
appear here and there – and beside natural elements in this
calming space are the ruins of an old arcade.

A view from above
One of the most important places in Braga is located nearby,
in Tenões: Bom Jesus do Monte sanctuary is surrounded by
beautiful gardens and, next to Fátima, is a key destination
for pilgrims.
The church is unquestionably impressive, but it is the
amazing tiers of steps leading up to it that simply take your
breath away. You can reach the summit by car or funicular
railway but climbing the granite steps is an unforgettable
experience – they run in two pathways, separating and
coming together, creating a beautifully-wrought layering
of terraces, each with fountains and sculptures that are
allegories of ethereal and earthy life.
At the top, the church grows out of the ground and
towers over you, but when you turn around, you are see the
spectacular landscape across the valley.

The city wrapped in nature
Braga is not only about history and culture, it is also a
wonderful place for those who cherishes nature. Surrounded
by wilderness, it encourages outdoor adventures.
And it is full of secret places, hiding behind old trees that
still remember pagan cults and customs. Especially worth
seeing is the Peneda Gerês National Park, located close to
the religious heart of the North. Full of spectacular wildlife,
amazing views and breathtaking waterfalls with pools filled
with turquoise water, it is one of the most beautiful areas of
Portugal.

There is much to choose
from in Braga, but this one
is outstanding. The origins
of the building date back to
1508, where there was once
a hermitage devoted to São
Marcos, and more recently
home to the São Marcos
hospital. Today, respecting
the building’s historical and
architectural significance,
details such as the original
vaulted ceilings remain. There
are 123 rooms, which include 15
luxurious suites.
vilagale.com/pt/hoteis/portoe-norte/vila-gale-collectionbraga
Burgus Tribute & Design
Hotel 4-star


In the very heart of Braga,
this hotel was developed as a
tribute to the city; the rooms
are elegant and individual,
each carrying special details,
or a story relating to the
history of the surroundings.
The restaurant offering lacks
pretension and the food,
according to all reports, is
terrific.
burgushotel.com



Pateo de Janes, 3-star

Páteo de Janes is a charming,
welcoming, small guest house
in a tiny back street. Behind
the original facade, there is
modern décor and some lovely
bedrooms.
pateodejanes.com
W H E R E T O E AT


pPlace: European,
Portuguese, American



Taberna do Lebre:
Mediterranean, Portuguese,
European



Reflexo: International



Michizaki: Japanese



Restaurante O Jaco:
Portuguese



Ra-Cha-Kao: Thai



Vegetariano Gosto Superior:
Vegetarian

Every man to his taste. If
you want get the northern
Portuguese people arguing,
ask them where you can eat
the best Francesinha. You
will find this dish in Braga, in
Taberna Belga, which also has a
branch in Porto. A Francesinha
is a Portuguese sandwich
made with bread, wet-cured
ham, linguiça, fresh sausage,
steak or roast meat, covered
with melted cheese and a hot,
thick spiced tomato and beer
sauce. It is typically served with
French fries.

Discover our mix of vintage chic and stylish new furniture,
luxurious cushions and textiles, lamps and lighting, objet d’art and custom-made seating.
Oliveira, Tavira. Let us inspire your home

www.byoliveira.com
Shop: Rua 4 de Outubro, 24, Tavira 8800-362 (opposite Hotel Hotel Vila Galé)
Call: 962 379 584 Email: decor@ byoliveira.com
@ oliveiradecor (online shopping available)

@ oliveirafurniture

www.
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P O R T R A I T

TOASTING
A PA SS IO N
G a r re t t

Wa l s h

TRIBULUM AT HOME
FROM OUR DOOR TO YOURS

Enjoy restaurant-quality
food in the comfort of
your own home

tribulumalgarve.com

@tribulumalgarve
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“

HY PORTUGAL?” is a question
I am often asked. This does not
surprise me, because others want
to know how come my family and
I now live in a place where others
go on holiday?
For us, too, it started with a
holiday to get away from the cold in
Berlin and Moscow, and we chose to stay in a small house in
Guia, in the Algarve. I immediately fell in love with the country
– the warm weather, the relaxed and kind people, and the calm
atmosphere, which was such a stark contrast to our busy and
rushed life in Russia.
Before long, we decided to purchase the house that we had
rented as a holiday home, so that we could return to Portugal
whenever we pleased.
Then we looked at the possibility of moving here
permanently. Since it was necessary for me to fly between
Germany and Russia for work regardless of where we lived, the
decision was quickly made that Portugal would now be where I
would fly back to. And so, in 1996, we made the jump. Portugal
quickly became home when our first child started school, and
our second child was born here.
In 2007, my wish of planting an olive tree became so much
more when I made a dream of mine come true by opening
Quinta dos Vales, complete with all kinds of trees and animals.
It also combined two of my passions – wine and art.
At the time, I didn’t know much about wine, except that
I enjoyed drinking it occasionally; and art, more specifically
sculpting, was simply a hobby I pursued.

TA K E N F R O M T H E U P C O M I N G
A N T H O L O G Y, W H Y T H E A LG A R V E ?
C U R AT E D B Y A U T H O R A N D R E S I D E N T
A LY S O N S H E L D R A K E , W I N E M A K E R
AND SCULPTOR K ARL HEINZ STOCK
TA L K S A B O U T H I S D E C I S I O N T O M O V E
HERE... AND THE SUCCESS OF HIS
AWA R D -W I N N I N G W I N E S P R O D U C E D
O N H I S Q U I N TA D O S VA L E S E S TAT E
IN ESTÔMBAR

Digging into the past
Quinta dos Vales, which means Farm of the Valleys, is located
on gently undulating hills near Estômbar, in the Algarve.
The estate is steeped in history, harbouring many tangible
reminders of bygone days.
One of the most intriguing is a deep ancient well, accessible
by a staircase, hand-carved by our ancestors through solid soil
and stone. The 80 steps descend 40 metres to a water level
that, according to local legend, was discovered by the Moors.
In the old machine room are pumps built at the beginning
of the last century; before that time, the water had to be
pumped manually, which was tiring work in the heat
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of the Algarvian sun. Nearby is another deep well, which is
the subject of many stories and legends. Estômbar dates
back to an era long before the Moorish occupation, and in the
11th century it was the home of the famous Arab poet, ibn
Ammar. It is said that from this well, along with other places
in Estômbar, deep subterranean tunnels, up to 12 km long,
led to the ancient Moorish capital of Silves.
The previous owner had several clothing factories in
the north of Portugal and used the farm only privately,
distributing his wine mainly to friends and employees. When
I took over, I changed all the management, ripped out 80
percent of the plants, and planted
new vines, grafting them with
different varieties.
I moved the winery from
the basement to the ground
floor because of contamination
procedures, and purchased all
new equipment. The farm had
only dirt roads, which were all
replaced with cobblestones, and
the infrastructure and buildings
required extensive renovation
down to the core. The financial
investment is another story, but
the labour involved exceeded
200,000 hours in the first two
years of the transformation
process.

complaining because success is a good reward. Moreover, I
am very relieved that my assumption that the Algarve indeed
has ideal conditions for high-quality wines proved to be right.
Nowadays Quinta dos Vales is widely recognised as the leading
wine producer of the Algarve, which is underlined by more
than 100 international medals and awards. We produce about
150,000 bottles a year (which is a lot for the Algarve, but only
a fraction of what industrial producers put into the market
each year). There are many more projects in the works, such
as The Winemaker Experience, which guides wine-lovers
to become real winemakers. All the projects have one thing
in common: I want to share my positive experiences and
discoveries with others.

There are also many surprises in store for the visitor. On
the way to the vineyards and wine tasting, you are greeted
by sculptures in different materials, sizes, and styles. There
are abstract stone sculptures, and a giant tortoise, a wooden
dolphin, three-metre-high kissing hippos, painted bears,
mosaic-covered elephants, and big ballerinas, in what is
probably the most intriguing sculpture park in the Algarve.

Adding to the experience
We have also built guesthouses, created on the concept of
oenotourism. The design shows a strong contrast between
the simple traditional exterior
and a luxurious interior with full
modern amenities, while retaining
the old farmhouse feel.
And some of the houses
kept their old water cistern,
now converted into an inviting
swimming pool area.
One of the visitors on the
opening day eloquently summed
up Quinta dos Vales’ ambience
as follows: “The estate has
experienced a magical change,”
she said. “When walking through
it, you feel free as a bird, your
mind can drift, the art and artists
inspiring your thoughts. Wherever
you go you find joyfulness, natural beauty, and little oases of
serenity that invite you to forget the pace of everyday life.”
One should not become a winemaker nowadays to make
big money. My goal was very simple. I liked the challenge
of converting myself from a passive fan of Portuguese wine
into an active one as winemaker. I didn’t realise at the time
that it was going to be a round-the-clock task, but I am not

Wherever you go,
you find joyfulness,
natural beauty, and
little oases of serenity
that invite you to
forget the pace of
everyday life.

Space in which to grow
Today, the vineyards cover more than 200,000 square metres,
where grape varieties unique to Portugal, such as Touriga
Nacional, flourish, alongside international varieties that have
adjusted to the unique climate and soil of the region.

Put into words
When I first arrived in Portugal, learning the language was
honestly not one of my priorities, because by knowing English
you can manage very well nowadays. Of course, you pick up
certain words and phrases just by living in a country, but truly
learning a language requires dedication and for me my energy
was flowing into the start of my new business.
After living here for many years and realising that this is
and will, most probably, be my home forever, I decided to put
the work in to learn the Portuguese language for myself, and
also for the people in my day-to-day life. Running a business
here involves a lot of interaction with people who would
prefer to, or are only able to, speak their mother tongue,
which is why I decided it was time to make learning the
language a priority.
My wife had been a language teacher back in a university in
Moscow, so she tried to take me down the route of traditional
Portuguese courses, which worked out well for her. However,
I quickly realised that I learn better by myself through trial
and error. So I started to increase my vocabulary and began
to speak and write in Portuguese, despite knowing that the

sentences were often grammatically incorrect. In this context
I live by the quote: “If they want to understand me, they will.”
My Portuguese language skills are far from fluent, but I can
now communicate both in the written and spoken word and
have really felt the difference in getting to know the language
of my adopted country better.
Not being fluent though, can lead to a lot of funny mix-ups
when talking to people, and I have witnessed some and even
caused some myself. One of them being a conversation I had
with a taxi driver in our early days here. He was telling us a
story about his wife who was currently in Monte Gordo. I was
rather confused, and asked my wife later on why was it that
the man told us that his wife was fat. She explained to me
that he didn’t say she was gorda (fat), only that she was in
the little Algarvian town called Monte Gordo. That was a mixup just waiting to happen.
You can discover more about the Quinta dos Vales
Winemaker Experience by visiting: quintadosvales.pt/
twe_more_en.html

FIND OUT MORE

Alyson Sheldrake is an Algar ve b a s e d a r t i s t a n d a u t h o r. F i n d
out more about her upcoming
anthology Why the Algar ve? at
alysonsheldrake.com
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This page: Not content with his successful wine-producing business, Karl Heinz Stock has many exciting projects in his portfolio,
including the development of a wine-making course. Quinta dos Vales offers accommodation and also hosts weddings

l

This page: Taking on the old and creating the new, with a mix of grapes, and a vast investment in equipment and expertise, to
build one of the most successful wineries in the Algarve that has been recognised with countless international awards
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PAST,

Below left: The frontage of the
derelict building that changed the
lives of Tara and Jonathan Donovan.
Right: The enchanting courtyard off
the lounge and library

PR E S E NT
&

F UTU R E

IN SEPTEMBER 2013, MY LIFE CHANGED. I
D I D N ’ T K N O W I T AT T H E T I M E , B U T W H E N M Y
HUSBAND SUGGESTED WE GO TO OLHÃO FOR
A LONG WEEKEND, IT KICKED OFF A CHAIN
O F E V E N T S T H AT W O U L D L E A D U S O N A N
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E X T R A O R D I N A R Y V O YA G E O F D I S C O V E R Y
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Wo rd s:

TA R A D O N O VA N

USI, THE EDITOR of AlgarvePLUS, knows the Casa

Fuzetta story and asked me to share it with you, but
first I have a confession to make. I am not a writer, nor a
marketeer and I have no background in hospitality. My
husband and I are both lawyers – and my old boss used to
tell me I wasn’t allowed to play with the creatives.
But let’s go back to September 2013, and my first ever
visit to Portugal, and to Olhão: then, not the obvious choice
of weekend destination.
For those of you who may not know, Olhão is on the coast of the
eastern Algarve. It is the first town east of Faro, past the airport, but a
town that was long ignored. It didn’t have a great reputation. It was the
epicentre of the opioid crisis in the 1980s. The smells were, and still can
be, interesting. Working life for centuries centred around fishing.
I didn’t know any of this at the time. We came to Olhão because my
husband had a friend who was renovating a house in the old town.
Jonathan had been out to visit him a couple of months earlier and I was

I found myself
on the rooftop
of a derelict
building,
looking out
across a sea
of derelict
buildings.

intrigued by the impact the town had had on him. So, if he wanted to go
back for a weekend, why not? I’m always up for a weekend away.
The twist in the tale is that on his earlier visit in May, Jonathan and his
friend found a derelict building that looked intriguing, and that was what
our weekend was all about. And how I found myself on the rooftop of a
derelict building, looking out across a sea of derelict buildings.

First impressions
The rest of the property was a mess. It had been abandoned for ten
years, maybe more, but what did attract us was the chapel-like structure
on the rooftop.
I should explain: some ten years earlier, Jonathan had started on a
spiritual journey and he felt a connection to the house. The pull got
stronger as he started to learn about Dr Carlos Fuzeta who built much
of the house at the end of the 19th century. He, too, was a lawyer, an
advocate for the rights of the local fishermen and, it transpired, he also
had strong esoteric and spiritual interests.

Jonathan felt that this was a place he could come with his group of
like-minded friends, who I affectionately call the ‘spooky crew’. While he
was thinking retreats, I started thinking about what we could do with the
house for the other 50 weeks of the year.
I had been to a couple of yoga classes and was broadly aware that the
wellness market was growing; my brothers-in-law in London had a good
second income renting their house out for photo shoots, and maybe
those, together with some small weddings, and perhaps conventional
holiday rentals could be enough to make it work?
Everyone we met that weekend told us that in Portugal it would take
two years to buy, two years to get planning permission and two years
to build. Jonathan and I aren’t known for our patience. The chances of
pulling this off were one in a million. We went home and I didn’t think
much more about it.
Yet within a matter of weeks, as I was climbing the steps of the
aeroplane, heading off for a business trip to Australia, I received a call
from our lawyers saying that both vendors were ready to sell at the

INSPIRED
PLUS

Hatching the plan
Jonathan was very clear that we were to create something beautiful, not
just for us, but something that would be of benefit to Olhão itself, and to
a wider community. Over the course of the next couple of years, I moved
from someone who had always been led by the head to experiencing
what it was like to be led by the heart. It was a visceral, physical
experience. It went to my very core. I learned to trust – not just my
instincts and judgement, but to trust that in creating this special place,
the universe would work in extraordinary ways to support us. And it did.
The câmara bent over backwards to help us. The exchange rate was
the most favourable it had ever been. And we started our project at a
point in time when no one in the area had jobs and people were delighted

to work with us. Every time we needed someone or something, they
appeared – people literally arrived on our doorstep.
And it is the people that add to the wonderful story. A year or so into
the build, I insisted that Jonathan join me on one of my flying visits to
meet up with the building team – they hadn’t seen him for nine months.
He was the one with the vision, but attention to detail was not his thing!
True to form, whilst I was immersed in architects’ drawings, he went
wandering around the house. As he popped his head out of the window
of one of the first-floor bedrooms, he noticed an older couple and their
grandchildren looking up at the house, and in particular the plaque
honouring Dr Fuzeta on the external facade. The grandfather introduced
himself, explaining that he was there at the request of his grandsons
who were over on a rare holiday from Brazil. They had asked to see the
house their grandfather had spoken of but hadn’t visited in 30 years since
moving to Lisbon. It transpired that their grandfather was the grandson
of Dr Carlos Fuzeta and, as a small boy, had been the one to unveil the
plaque. Of course, we invited them in. And invited them again to join us a
few months later, when we hosted our first dinner at the house, two years
after we had completed on the purchase.
The Fuzetas were warm and generous – and it felt as if they were
passing us the keys to continue what Dr Fuzeta had started.

Meant to be
In the doorway of Casa Fuzetta, there is a symbol, a Templar symbol, that
we adopted as part of our brand identity.

l
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This page, below left, clockwise: the doors to Buddha; the rooftop 'chapel', now the meditation room; the way things were; that same space today,
as the yoga suite. Opposite page: The Gallery Suite; the splendid roof terrace and pool; the vaulted room; the kitchen terrace

‘After’ photographs: Garrett Walsh of Algarve Photography

Over the course of the next couple of years, I moved
from someone who had always been led by the head to
experiencing what it was like to be led by the heart.
The story goes that the Templars would throw three spears and where
they landed would mark the location for building a place of spiritual
significance. My husband loved that! In the meantime, I was thinking of
more practical matters…
How were we going to manage this building? We never wanted to run
a hotel. That wouldn’t fit with us wanting to use the house for our family
and friends, and Jonathan’s pilgrimages. Yet, having brought her back
to life, we couldn’t leave her dormant. She needed to have life in her, all
year round.
Over the course of the renovation works, it became clear that the
energy of the house is very special. We needed to find people who would
respect that energy and contribute to growing it. At the time, people
were talking about finding your tribe, and that seemed like what we
needed to do. The question of course, was how.

Getting social
At that point in time, neither of us had engaged with social media in our
personal lives, but I knew I had to take the plunge and that Instagram
was probably the best medium for us. I started sharing photos of the
renovation works – they were pretty rough and ready – but what was
amazing was discovering how many people in Olhão were on Instagram!
I started to receive messages from people in town telling me that they
walked past the building every day. They wished us luck. They told us of

how one or more family members used to live there or work there when
the building was the local headquarters for EDP. Stories started to flood
in. And again people knocked on the door to introduce themselves.
In the space of a few months, I met more people and made more new
friends in Olhão than I had for years in London. I felt adopted into a
community – a ten-minute trip to the market could take an hour because
I would meet people along the way who wanted to stop and chat. It could
be the master carpenter working on the house who it transpired was
also a relative of Dr Fuzeta, or one of what seemed to be an ever-growing
community of artists, photographers, stylists, dancers and designers, all
drawn to this special place.
Every time I came, it seemed that another layer of life and people
would reveal itself. And I believed that, in the same way that all these
layers and characters were beautiful to me, that others, too, would
appreciate the authentic, down to earth, simple beauty of Olhão. Happily,
it seems that this is true.
In our journey, we were fortunate to be supported by a talented team
of local professionals, including: Antonio Marques dos Santos (architect)
and Claudio Brito (project manager) from the practice of Jaime Coutinho
Architects. Maria Raposo and Pilar Saldanha of Maria Raposo Interior
Design. Leiken for our wonderful first-floor kitchen. Be Unique for
our beautiful bathrooms. And there are many many more who have
contributed to the new Casa Fuzetta. We thank them all.

C A S A F U Z E T TA Tv . H e l i o d o r o S a l g a d o 7, O l h ã o , / E : c a s a f u z e t t a @ g m a i l . c o m / W : c a s a f u z e t t a . c o m
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price we were willing to pay, but on condition that we sign contracts that
same week. It was physically impossible for me to get there, but as luck
would have it, a case of Jonathan’s had been moved to the following day,
allowing him to fly out that night.
By the time I came back from Australia, five days later, we were the
proud owners of two derelict buildings – most of which we hadn’t seen
because they were occupied by squatters with big scary dogs.
And the reality began to dawn on us… we had never done a
renovation project; we had no experience in hospitality; we didn’t speak
Portuguese; we had no plan, no budget and knew only three people in
Portugal. Miraculously, we didn’t panic. Somehow, we knew it would all
work out and what was happening was meant to be.

TASTE
PLUS

LOOK! NO-RECIPE RECIPES
S A M S I F T O N , A S S I S TA N T M A N A G I N G E D I T O R O F
THE NEW YORK TIMES AND FOUNDING EDITOR OF NY T
C O O K I N G , T H E F O O D P L AT F O R M K N O W N F O R I T S R E L A X E D ,
D E L I C I O U S , E V E R Y D AY D I S H E S , M A K E S I T E A S Y F O R A L L
HOME COOKS WITH HIS NO-RECIPE RECIPES COLLECTION; IT
I S D O W N T O A G L U G O F T H I S A N D A F I S T F U L O F T H AT

RECIPES
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Onions
Shallot
Chicken thighs
Wine or chicken stock
Good bread
Oil
Bitter salad greens
Scatter a bunch of sliced onion and shallots
across the oiled bottom of a large pan, then
put a bunch of chicken thighs on top of them,
skin-side up. Season the thighs with salt and
pepper, then slide the pan into a 220°C / 200°
fan / 425°F oven to roast until the chicken is
crisp on top and cooked through, about 35
minutes.
Shake the pan every so often, and add wine
or stock if the onions are browning too fast.
Meanwhile, make some croutons from good,
chewy olive oil–tossed bread, toasting them
in a pan until golden or in the oven alongside
the chicken. They can be cut or torn up — no
matter.
When everything’s done, put the salad
greens on a warm platter, top with the
croutons, then the contents of the roasting pan,
and arrange the chicken on top.

S H AV E D C U C U M B E R S
W ITH PEA N UT
S AU C E
Cucumbers
Peanut butter
Rice wine vinegar
Soy sauce
Ginger
Garlic
Red pepper flakes
Cilantro
Peanuts
Peel two or three cucumbers, discard the
skin, then peel them into ribbons that are like
noodles. Dress with a sauce of peanut butter
thinned out with a splash of warm water and
a few tablespoons of rice wine vinegar and
soy sauce. Add grated ginger, minced garlic,
and a pinch of red pepper flakes. Maybe some
lime juice? Top the dish with a sprinkling of
chopped coriander and a handful of chopped
roasted peanuts.

NEW YORK TIMES COOKING: NO-RECIPE RECIPES BY
SAM SIFTON (EBURY PRESS, £27.52), WITH PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DAVID MALOSH AND SIMON ANDREWS, IS OUT
NOW. ORDER FROM AMAZON.DE OR FNAC

ALGARVE P L U S

of th e month ...

CH ICK E N W I T H
CA R A M EL ISE D
ON IONS A N D
C RO U T O N S

NEW SKILLS
PLUS

Create your own

EASTER BONNET
O U R F E AT U R E L A S T M O N T H A B O U T D R Y I N G F L O W E R S T O C R E AT E D I S P L AY
HIGHLIGHTS THROUGHOUT THE HOME PRODUCED ENQUIRIES FROM THOSE WHO
C O U L D N ’ T WA I T F O R T H E D I Y I N S T R U C T I O N S T O T U R N A S I M P L E S T R AW H AT
I N TO S O M E T H I N G WO R T H PA R A D I N G . T H I S O N E W I L L S E E YO U T H R O U G H T H E
SUMMER IN STYLE
A U D E T O U LY
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Wo rd s:

WHAT YOU’LL NEED




Your straw hat or fedora
at the ready

A long cotton ribbon (optional)


A selection of your favourite
dried flowers


A pair of scissors

Floral tape – buy this online or
from your favourite flower shop





Floral wire – ditto
01
Get yourself properly organised and cut your
flowers and greenery in advance, including
smaller flowers and leaves in the mix. Keep a
few centimetres of stem on each.

02
Join two floral wires together and wrap
them tightly with floral tape. Pull and stretch
the tape gently as you go to make the most
of its sticking power.

NEW SKILLS
PLUS

C
03

04

Then take your first flower or leaf and place it at the end of the wire. Take your
floral tape and wrap it tightly round the wire and stem. Always pull and wrap at
the same time.

A

05
Take another bit of flower and repeat the
process to build up the display, alternating
colours, textures and sizes.

S
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A

F
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06

07
09

Create something natural or repeat the
same pattern.

When you get to the end of your wires
or when you think you have enough
flowers, glue a bit of greenery and a
flower on the other end of the wires.

08

U

Use the glue gun carefully – it’s very
hot (and could be painful!).

Z

Dress up
a fedora with
pampas and honesty
— the process
is the same

E
T

09

A

10

Carefully glue your ribbon around
the crown of your hat.

Gently bend your finished piece to the
curve of the crown and glue in place.

LEARN MORE
The in-house florist at Os Agostos, Aude Touly runs a programme of monthly three-hour
workshops (that include tea and homemade cakes) at the Quinta. These will be back on
schedule when we come out of lockdown and the flowers used will be those now grown by
the Os Agostos to boost its ecological transition.

For more information email f l o w e r a u d e @ g m a i l . c o m

What a wonderful project !

ALGARVE P L U S
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CCESSIBLE from the A2 motorway close to

W here the river sado meets

T H E

S E A

the ancient river port of Alcaçer do Sal, its
name – Comporta – translates to mean a
gate that holds back water, enabling the
entire region to be interconnected
with a network of irrigation canals.
In the midst of endless fields of rice
and organic vegetables, there
are seven authentic rural villages. All the way down the
coast, the fields are protected from Atlantic winds by
60 km of sand dunes; the powder white beaches
are subjected to a huge variety of cloud and wave
formations that throughout the year are a source of
artistic inspiration.
Greatly influenced by her surroundings, artist
Magdalena Morey explains her love for remote areas
and the crystal quality of sunshine: “My use of gold leaf
in recent work represents the reflection of sun as it
filters through the scenery,” she says.
After qualifying with a Master’s degree, Magdalena’s
career began with a well-paid job in a commercial studio
in her hometown of Lublin, Poland. Turning her back on

security, she moved to England and onwards to Geneva
in Switzerland. The Alps became the background for
her paintings of the countryside and the colour blue
became an obsession. She started to explore more
abstract themes, surrealism, and figurative painting.
Swayed by an interest in Picasso and Dali, she and
her growing family moved to Spain, first to Andalucia,
where the summer heat drove them north to greener
pastures in Asturias, where they live today.
It is a truly tranquil place, but Magdalena is
continuously exploring new surroundings in Spain and
Portugal, looking for dramatic colourscapes enabling
her paintings to ‘flow’.
She admits: “When I am working, I am able to see
what a painting could become and the effects I should
be aiming for. As much as I would love it to, it doesn’t
always happen. I start seeing colours and dimensions in
different ways. It’s almost like dreaming but my visions
don’t always materialise on the canvas.”
The paintings that have successfully ‘flowed’ from
Magdalena’s brush can be seen at Galeria Côrte-Real on
the outskirts of the village of Paderne.

IMMERSED IN THE BEAUT Y OF SEASCAPES AND
BE ACHES , POLISH ARTIST MAGDALENA MORE Y HAS
C A P T U R E D T H E E S S E N C E O F C O M P O R TA , A R E G I O N
E A S I LY R E A C H E D F R O M T H E A L G A R V E

Wo rd s:

C A R O LY N K A I N
GALERIA CÔRTE- REAL is signposted from Boliqueime, Ferreiras and Paderne
O P E N : T H U R S D AY t o S U N D AY, 1 1 A M - 5 P M

T: 9 6 1 5 2 8 6 7 9 / 9 1 2 7 3 7 7 6 2 /

W: c o r t e r e a l a r t e . c o m
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ARTWORKS
PLUS

RATINGS
PLUS
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It seems fitting to start with
this as it was written by the
founders of the competition
that Jon took part in. There
is something really satisfying
about going through the
pages of a book and finding
inspirational recipes that you
would not have thought to look
up online.
Grillstock recipes are
grouped according to the
competition categories at the
festivals – brisket, burgers,
pork ribs, chicken etc – which
is really helpful for quick

reference. Written in an easy-tofollow and relaxed style, there are
clear instructions, and beautiful
photography interspersing food
shots with scenes from the
festivals.
We have tried many of the
choices here and found them to
be successful (top tip: make your
moink balls small or they get too
dry) and the Grillstock House
Rubs – used to flavour a variety of
meat, fish and vegetables before
cooking – is a firm favourite.
This book is heavily focused
on meat, and the vegetarian
dishes are treated as sides and
accompaniments rather than as
main dishes. If you are looking for
inspirational vegetarian recipes
you will need to look elsewhere.
Available on various Amazon
sites for around €20, or there is a
Kindle version for €€3.99 (mind
you, cookery books on Kindle do
get lost in translation – or fail to
excite).

CHEF’S TABLE: BBQ
We loved this programme. It is a four-episode
mini-series about barbecuing around the world,
highlighting chefs in America, Australia and
Mexico, who have their own styles and demonstrate
them for the viewer while explaining their own
journey and that of the techniques themselves.
In Mexico, for example, the chef adopts ways
of working that have been used
for centuries, while some
of the others are into more
modern approaches and
contemporary cooking
styles.
Throughout the show,
there are examples of
the types of food that
you would expect to see
on a barbecue – such as
pulled pork – but also things
that you may not realise can be
cooked this way, such as pastry.
Part education and part inspiration, this is an
entertaining show, but you will not walk away with
step-by-step recipes. After all, many of these chefs
have commercial businesses so they are not going
to give away all their secrets!
Chef’s Table: BBQ is on Netflix.

Our rating: 5/10

Our rating: 6/10

A G R I L L I N G
E X P E R I E N C E

3.

C O O K I N G O U T D O O R S I S S O M E T H I N G O F A N A R T T O D AY, W I T H D O Z E N S O F
D I F F E R E N T T E C H N I Q U E S A N D F O O D T R E AT M E N T S S E R V E D U P B Y T H E W O R L D ’ S
B E S T C H E F S . N E E D I N S P I R AT I O N A N D T H E B E S T R E C I P E S ? R E A D O N . . .

Wo rd s:

S TAC E Y B A R T L E T T

M

Y HUSBAND loves to
barbecue, so much so
that when we lived in
the UK, he entered an
American-style BBQ
competition, called
Grillstock, with his
brothers and some friends.
As complete amateurs against teams of
those who travelled the country, ‘Grillers
in the Mist’ were the underdogs, but the

experience did help to cement his love for
cooking over hot coals. After we moved to
the Algarve, barbecuing became a regular
activity, and one that is not reserved
purely for the summer months. When
not tending to the grill, Jon is watching
barbecue programmes, flicking through
cookbooks, or looking up recipes online.
Barbecues are about much more than
burgers and sausages and there is an
abundance of advice available on the best

techniques, rubs and marinades, as well
as vegetarian ingredients. Here we look
at a few of the resources available that
will help you polish your performance
and become a barbecue maestro. We
have rated each out of ten according to
how much we enjoyed them, how much
we learned from them, and their general
entertainment value.
And we asked Lee Turner of BBQ’s
Algarve for advice on kit – see page 51.

BBQ PIT BOYS

The ‘boys’ are a father and
son from New England, USA,
who, along with friends, create
barbecue recipes and tutorial
videos. They are extremely
popular, especially in the US,
and their How to BBQ and
Grill YouTube videos have
had over 550 million views
worldwide. Along with the
videos, their website has an
array of information including
more than 1,000 barbecue
recipes, many of which have
user reviews giving an average
score out of five stars, which
can help to narrow down the

choice when looking for one
to try.
As well as the usual
selection of barbecue meats,
there are some interesting
and unusual recipes such
as a breakfast pie, stuffed
cabbage and even instructions
on how to make authentictasting oven-fired pizza using
a barbecue grill. The BBQ Pit
Boys show you how to use a
variety of equipment such as
a Santa Maria Grill (sloped,
to catch the meat juices and
fat for making sauces) and
a selection of smokers. And

they provide tuition on the
different fuels, temperatures
and methods required to cook
a variety of ingredients.
The videos, which
concentrate on the food rather
than the chef, are educational,
and the cooking tutorials

are simple and practical. The
processes are easy to follow,
provided you pause in the
right places!
bbqpitboys.com and YouTube

Our rating: 7/10
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2.

GRILLSTOCK:
THE BBQ BOOK
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1.

RATINGS
PLUS

4.

A Landscaper for All Your
Gardening Needs...
CHARRED: THE COMPLETE
GUIDE TO VEGETARIAN
GRILLING AND BARBECUE
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In the world of barbecue
recipe books, it is often the
case that if you want some
good main course vegetarian
options you need to look for a
book dedicated to the subject.
This one enjoys fantastic
reviews and for good reason.
My husband is a meat
person – especially when it
comes to barbecuing – but
Charred has really helped to
broaden his horizons. Meat
remains his mainstay, but now

some vegetarian dishes have
been elevated to main courses
rather than just sides, which
is especially useful when
non-meat-eating friends come
to visit.
We have tried quite a few
of the recipes in this book and
they have all been deliciously
different – something that we
have struggled to create in the
past. The butternut squash
stack with pomegranate and
feta is a favourite.
Genevieve Taylor, the
author, is a delight to follow
on Instagram. She posts
lots of inspirational content
and is very responsive to
comments. All in all, this was
a bit of a game changer for us
and we were very pleasantly
surprised.
Find it on Amazon, and
also at fruugo.pt, where it is
priced at €28.95.

Our rating: 7/10

6.

5.

E ST.
1994
BARBECUE BIBLE

This website is just one part
of the barbecuing empire of
Steven Raichlen, an American
journalist and author of no
fewer than 32 books on the
subject. He is also founder of
‘Barbecue University’, a threeday intensive BBQ course.
Steven’s explanatory videos
are really helpful, ensuring,
for example, that your beercan-moulded burgers, which
can be filled with a variety of
ingredients, will be a success.
Divided into sections such
as poultry, lamb, steaks and
sauces, the website also
has a segment with some

interesting vegetarian recipes
including grilled leeks with
cheese and prunes, and a
delicious take on mac and
cheese.
As well as Steven’s own
recipes, Barbecue Bible
showcases those from other
chefs, so it is a fantastic,
free introduction to cooking
styles from around the world.
There’s also a ‘techniques’
area on the site that will
explain all the do’s and don’ts
of barbecuing .
barbecuebible.com

Our rating: 8/10

STORYQUE APP

There are apps for virtually
everything and barbecuing,
is no exception. If you are
looking for something a
little bit different, you can
download the StoryQue app
for free. It contains issues of
the StoryQue magazine, a
publication that is devoted to
barbecuing.
Initially, there are a few
issues that you can read
for free; after that you can
either pay per issue, or for a
subscription that will allow
you to download them all.

With recipes from
a variety of different
contributors from around
the world, the style is more
story-like, with the chefs
explaining what they did to
create their dish.
Accompanied by photos
of each stage, it is easy to
follow – when you complete
one set of instructions, you
just swipe across for the
next step. When trying to
recreate the dishes, this is
easier to use than some of
the online videos that you

need to pause to ensure
that the chef does not leave
you behind. You do need to
swipe through lots of ads
to get to the recipes and
articles, though.
With editorial-style
content, the magazine

is more of an
entertaining read
than a typical recipe
resource. Each issue
contains a limited number of
recipes that may or may not
be to your liking, but it may
inspire you to try something
different in the future.
Available for iPhone and
Android with some free
content, and then from
€3 per issue.

storyque.com

Our rating: 5/10

Photos: www.azul-properties.com

GARDEN DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & LANDSCAPING
LIGHTING & IRRIGATION SYSTEMS | GARDEN & POOL
MAINTENANCE | ONE-OFF & SEASONAL PROJECTS
samuel.padfield@arquiscape.com | 962 409 549 | 289 360 673 | www.arquiscape.com

PROPERTY
PLUS

BEDROOMS

of the month

GROUNDS

Surrounding
gardens with
established plants

PROPERTY

PAR KI N G

Large double
garage
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POOL

Mosaic-tiled
saltwater
swimming pool
with feature steps

THE BEST OF TASTE
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN THE RUSTIC ALGARVIAN
ST YLE, WHERE ELEGANCE AND PROPORTION ARE KE Y
DESIGN CRITERIA , THIS BE AUTIFULLY-MAINTAINED
MANOR HOUSE IS SET IN L ANDSCAPED GROUNDS
Space is a priority here, with
large rooms and high ceilings
 Four elegant bedrooms and
four bathrooms












A house with character, charm
and design integrity






Under-floor heating throughout
Terracotta floor tiles and
beamed ceilings
Lush gardens with
Mediterranean planting



Large swimming pool



Covered BBQ, summer kitchen

Spacious lounge with fireplace
and a number of features



Plot completely walled/fenced



Plot size: 5,000m2

Cosy 'snug' – library



Construction: Approx 400m2

Fully fitted and equipped
kitchen and breakfast area



Price: €1,950,000



Ref: R-LLJ

Generously-sized open-plan
dining room

T O V I E W : T: +3 5 1 2 8 9 3 0 1 2 9 4 / E : i n f o @ y e l l o w h o m e s . c o m / W : y e l l o w h o m e s . c o m

Nestling in
the luxuriant
green hills
above Loulé,
this wonderful
country house
blends the best
of traditonal
architecture
with modern
detailing to
create a home
with style and
personality

ALGARVE P L U S
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Four spacious
bedrooms and
beautiful
bathrooms

Vilamoura Office
EN125 Benfarras Boliqueime
8100-068 Boliqueime
T: +351 289 301 294
Tavira Office
Rua Dr. Jose Padinha 178
8800-354 Tavira
T: +351 281 320 281
AMI: 6232

栀漀甀猀攀猀 戀甀椀氀琀
攀挀漀氀漀最椀挀愀氀 栀漀洀攀 琀栀愀琀 焀甀椀琀攀 氀椀琀攀爀愀氀氀礀 琀愀欀攀猀 最漀漀搀 挀愀爀攀 漀昀 愀爀漀甀渀搀 琀栀攀
眀漀爀氀搀
琀栀攀 瀀攀漀瀀氀攀 眀椀琀栀椀渀 椀琀猀 眀愀氀氀猀

䠀攀愀氀琀栀礀 栀漀甀猀攀猀 椀渀猀瀀椀爀攀搀 戀礀 一漀爀搀椀挀 渀愀琀甀爀攀

READS
PLUS

圀䔀 䈀唀䤀䰀䐀 䠀䤀䜀䠀 儀唀䄀䰀䤀吀夀 䰀伀䜀 䠀伀唀匀䔀匀 䘀伀刀 䴀伀刀䔀 伀刀䜀䄀一䤀䌀Ⰰ 䠀䔀䄀䰀吀䠀夀 ☀ 䔀䌀伀䰀伀䜀䤀䌀䄀䰀 䰀䤀嘀䤀一䜀

一愀琀甀爀愀氀
洀愀琀攀爀椀愀氀猀
䠀攀愀氀琀栀礀 ☀ 漀爀最愀渀椀挀 䠀漀洀攀猀
HEALTHY HOUSES INSPIRED
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time, she sold two billion books in more than
100 languages. Though she kept her private
life a mystery, for some years, Agatha had
been secretly writing her autobiography
and, when it was published after she died in
January 1976, millions of her fans agreed – this
was the best story ever.
Born during the reign of Queen Victoria,
Agatha experienced a world of change, from
the inception of flight to man landing on the
moon. She lived through two World Wars and
two marriages, and her expertise as a writer
and her path of discovery on archaeological
expeditions with her second husband, Max
Mallowan, all played their role is making her
the remarkable woman she was.
This, her own story in her own words,
reveals the true genius behind the legendary.

䠀漀渀欀愀 唀䬀 䰀琀搀 䠀攀愀搀 伀ϻ挀攀
㈀㜀 ㌀㈀㔀㔀㘀
甀欀猀愀氀攀猀䀀栀漀渀欀愀⸀挀漀洀

Book of the
month

a fabulous home, and is a successful
businessman.
One afternoon, he steps onto his usual
train and sees the waitress who served him
an hour earlier. It all seemed so normal,
but it was the most dreadful mistake. Four
stops later, Dan is a criminal who has lost
everything. He’d only just met her, so why
did she destroy him – and why did she say
“sorry”? Dan battles through a web of lies and
deceit to clear his name and win his life back,
but first, he needs to find out who plotted his
downfall.
Says the author: “The inspiration behind
the story came from reading articles on how
unexpected events can make someone’s
world unravel. It struck me just how fragile
all of our lives really are. It could happen to
any of us. All it would take is one mistake.”
I loved this book because I really had no idea
what was going on until the bitter end. And,
it’s so scarily believable.

ALGARVE PLUS

倀氀攀愀猀攀
挀愀氀氀 琀漀
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READS
PLUS

MARIA II, THE EXTRAORDINARY
FRIENDSHIP OF MARIA AND
VICTORIA; TWO QUEENS IN A
WORLD OF MEN

FISHERS OF MEN – THE GRIPPING
TRUE STORY OF A BRITISH
UNDERCOVER AGENT IN NORTHERN
IRELAND

By Isabel Stilwell
Publisher: Livros Horizonte
Genre: Historical (English language)

By Rob Lewis
Publisher: John Blake
Genre: Recent army memoir

The Queen of Portugal’s correspondence with
Queen Victoria gives us a fantastic insight into
the private lives of two powerful women, both
married to princes of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha;
their duty was to combine motherhood with
the responsibility of reigning over empires.
When only seven years old, Maria da Gloria
became Queen of Portugal. She had been
born and raised in Brazil by her Austrian
mother, Empress Leopoldina of Brazil, and
father, Emperor Pedro I of Brazil. In 1828,
she departed for Vienna to be educated in
her grandfather’s court, but when she lost the
throne to her uncle Miguel, she travelled to
the safety of London where she met Victoria;
they forged a bond that lasted a lifetime. Her
marriage to D. Fernando of Saxe-CoburgGotha, father of her 11 children, was truly
blissful, as she confides in her letters to her
“dear cousin Victoria” – now a queen herself,
and married to Fernando’s first cousin, Albert.
Such a tumultuous period of history, which
illustrates that, despite the family ties, the
power struggle for various thrones was fought
with bitterness and acrimony.

It is tragic that the war between the IRA and
the Loyalist terrorists is still going on after
all these years. Rob Lewis tells the story,
through his own extraordinary experiences,
of an essential instrument in the fight
against terrorism – that of covert intelligence
gathering. The men and women who work in
this field are a special breed who undertake
hazardous risks with unflinching tenacity
and professionalism; the price of negligence
is high, and the need for secrecy must be
preserved even at the expense of personal
relationships.
The sheer determination and singlemindedness required to achieve selection
to this secret world is graphically described,
as well as how, against seemingly impossible
odds, the operators of the FRU managed to
persuade terrorists and their close associates
to turn informer. The methods the unit used
to target, recruit and handle their contacts,
how they protected their informants, and
the terrifying life their agents led, are all told
by an agent handler, using many of his cases
to illustrate the sharpness, intelligence (and
sense of humour) essential to the job.

UNDER THE OCEAN
By Anouck Boisrobert and Louis Rigaud
Publisher: Tate
Genre: Children’s pop-up book
This delightful book would make a fabulous gift
for any child aged of four years old and over –
there is so much to talk about, so much to see
and do with it. I bought a copy and sent it to my
niece and also bought a copy for myself. We’ve
had a lovely time reading the book and talking
over Facetime or Zoom about the journey the
ship makes. The scenery changes as we sail from
busy port to icy Arctic, through stormy seas, on
into an idyllic sunset. But, it’s what lies under the
ocean that will surprise and thrill you the most.
I absolutely adored this book with its easy-tocomprehend facts, beautiful illustrations and
the enthusiasm with which my niece read the
book with me and asked so many questions. It
really captivated her imagination and she was
inquisitive about every page and stage of the
journey. A delightful book and so educational.

IT’S JUST SEX... (ISN’T IT?)
By Nerys McCabe
Publisher: Independently published
Genre: Chick lit
Matt is married. Chris is a holiday romance.
And then there’s Lucy... and Sam. When Kate
(overthinker extraordinaire) realises that
it’s never just physical, life suddenly becomes
complicated.
So when celebrity chef Matt sweeps her off
her feet one night, she is confused and flattered
and falls head-over-heels in love with him. But
there’s one big problem... he’s married!
In an attempt to get over him, she has a
holiday romance with Richard Madden lookalike,
Chris, who is gorgeous, rich and besotted with
her. But she can’t get past the fact that he’s
nearly ten years younger than her. Is the age gap
a problem? Or is Kate still in love with Matt?
Kate finds herself on a relationship
rollercoaster as she works out what really
matters. You will laugh at her exploits, while
rooting for her at the same time. A bit of silly
escapism, which is always a good thing.

No 1 on the Algarve for Synthetic Grass Solutions.
We strive for perfection and only deliver the best.

ANSWERS
PLUS

www.grasshoppergreens.com

12 If one is planning an outdoor
kitchen, what should the key
considerations be? Features and
details need to be thought through
and planned in before work starts –
space, appliances needed/wanted,
position for the bbq. Get it wrong and
the chef/host could end up with their
back to their guests all night.

l LOW MAINTENANCE
l LOOKS BEAUTIFUL YEAR ROUND

Since 2005 Grasshopper Greens has completed over 1500 projects in the Algarve.
We are a specialist team, fully experienced in all areas of Synthetic Grass installation,
offering you full design and fitting.
Putting Greens l Lawns l Tennis Courts l Football Pitches
Playing Areas l Roof Terraces l Leisure & Sporting Areas
l

Office Tel: (+351) 289 093 387

l

Mini Golf

info@grasshoppergreens.com
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questions...

LE E TU R N E R O F B BQ ' S ALGARVE – WI N N ER O F TH E
OUTDOOR LIVING PRODUCT SPECIALIST TITLE IN THE
P O R T U G A L P R E S T I G E AWA R D S , 2 0 2 0 -2 0 2 1 – S U P P L I E S
TH E A N SWERS , A N D A WO R LD O F TO P PRO D U C TS . . .

14 Stainless-steel grates or cast iron?
Stainless steel cooking grills are durable
and capable of withstanding harsh outdoor
weather. Cast-iron grates are heavy and have
a higher iron content. They are super durable
and can last for decades.

1 From your name, you are not a local.
So where was home? I grew up in the
Lake District in the UK.

7 Is today’s basic bbq very different
to the original type? Absolutely. They
are very much quicker, and far cleaner.

2 When did you arrive here, and
what was the attraction? I arrived in
the Algarve 28 years ago, in 1993, with a
summer job in place.

8 What model is ideal for a family
of four who plan to barbecue at
least once a week throughout the
spring and summer months? I would
recommend the Broil King Monarch 320.
Check out the features at bbqs-algarve.
com/product/broil-king-monarch-320/
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Mobile: (+351) 910 365 071
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13 Do you offer the complete
package, including the design and
build elements? Yes, we do. The initial
stages take all the detail, and the budget, into
consideration.

3 How did you happen into the bbq
business? For some 12 years, I worked for
another company here that specialised in
outdoor living.
4 So when did you go it alone and
open your Almancil showroom? We
started the business in 2015.
5 What is the most in-demand type
of bbq today? Built-in gas bbqs are very
much the first choice.
6 Fuel... what’s most efficient? Gas is
much quicker and cleaner but still gets the
barbecue taste from the flavouriser bars,
which act like the coals to infuse the juices
back into the food.

9 And what for those who entertain in
large numbers? It depends. If they want
large but simple, then the Broil King Baron
520 would be the one; if they want all the
bells and whistles, the Imperial 690 from
the same company is ideal.
10 Any other advantages to gas?
The speed of cooking and mobility are real
benefits.
11 And what about electric models?
Smaller electric bbqs are ideal for camping
and for use on small terraces.

15 Any tips? With a cast iron cooking grate,
you get a high temperature, and food is
cooked in less time. The surface does need
a basting of vegetable oil to stop food from
sticking, and it creates this beautiful dark
sear on your meat.
16 What are the most common
barbecuing mistakes? Overcooking the
outside, while not cooking the inside enough.
17 Does one really need special
accessories? Yes, those designed
specifically for the purpose have longer and
sturdier handles that keep your hands away
from the heat.
18 Which cookbook is your own
personal favourite? The recipes we go
back to time and time again are featured at
bbqs-algarve.com/category/bbq-recipes/
19 How often do you barbecue at your
home? Two to three times a week.
20 What is the price range of your
products? There is a big range, starting at
€300 and going up to over €6,000.

BBQ'S ALGARVE / Rua Manuel Viegas Guerreiro 272a, 8135 - 016 Almancil
T: 2 8 9 3 5 6 2 3 3 / b b q s - a l g a r ve . c o m
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l NO WATERING

BALANCE
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toldolanda.com
914609517

M I N D
& B O DY

Toldolanda

SPEND JUST TEN MINUTES
E A C H D AY, P R E F E R A B LY I N T H E
MORNING, WORKING THROUGH

the awning specialist

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF SIX
S I M P LE YO GA E XE RCI S E S D E S I G N E D
TO H E LP YO U R E M AI N C A LM , S TE A DY
A N D S T R O N G . I T I S S A I D T H AT W H E N
THE MIND IS STILL MAGICAL THINGS

Association
of British
Riding
Schools

CAN HAPPEN

In st r u ct i o n :

established 1984

PINETREES

ANNIE MOORE

Begin in Child’s Pose

Training from beginners to experienced riders wishing



to prepare for competition, horse ownership or exams
Riding gear included in the prices.

Located between Vale de Lobo and Quinta do Lago
Tel: + (351) 289 394 369 | + (351) 919 363 190 | riding@pinetrees.pt | www.pinetrees.pt | Bev Gibbons, BHS Int. Teaching Certi cate |

Pinetrees Riding



Kneel and open the knees
wide to the outside edge
of your mat. Bring your big
toes together and slowly
begin to ease your hips
down to the floor, bringing
your tail bone towards your
heels.
Reach your arms out
in front with the palms
pressing into the mat
and gradually bring your

forehead to the floor
with your chest between
the knees.


1

ALGARVE P L U S

Off road riding through the Ria Formosa Forest
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CENTRO HÍPICO | RIDING CENTRE

Stay here for six to ten
breaths, breathing into your
upper back. As you inhale,
feel the back of the chest
expanding as the lungs fill
with air and the muscles
between the ribs stretch
and widen. As you exhale,
slowly begin to soften.

2

Standing Forward Fold








From child pose, walk your
hands back to your knees,
lift your head and chest,
and come up to a kneeling
position.
Lift the right knee and place
the foot on the floor, bringing
both hands onto the right
knee.
Tuck the back foot (left foot)
under, press into the ball of
the foot and lift the back
knee off the floor, leaning
your weight forward pushing
down into the right knee to
come up to standing.
Making sure your feet are hip
distance apart and parallel,

stand with your arms by
your sides at the top end
of the mat.








Inhale and raise the arms
up above your head, palms
facing each other.
Exhale, sweep the arms wide
as you fold forward, bending
your knees and bringing your
hands to the floor.
Inhale, lift the chest, sweep
the arms wide and up to
the sky as you rise up to
standing.
Repeat the up and down
flow three times.

BALANCE
PLUS

3

Seated Spinal Twist




From standing, squat down
and sit your bottom on the
mat with your legs stretched
out in front. Pick up your left
knee and place your foot
on the outside edge of your
right leg.
With your right arm, hug the
left knee into the crook of your
elbow and place your left hand
behind your back, pressing the
palm into the floor.







Inhale, lift the chest to
lengthen the spine, suck in
the belly and slowly begin to
twist to the left.
On each exhalation, rotate
a little further to gaze over
your left shoulder. Hold for
six breaths.
Repeat on the other side,
crossing your right bent knee
over left leg.

4

Half Shoulder Bridge


Slowly begin to round your
back and lower it onto the
mat, engaging your abdominal
muscle as you do, so that your
back and head are on the mat
and your knees are bent.





Walk your feet a few inches in
towards your bottom. Inhale
to prepare.
Then exhale, and press your
palms down while lifting your
back off the floor and lifting
the pelvis. Inhale and remain
in the same position; exhale,
and lower your back to the
floor. Inhale to prepare and
repeat six complete rounds.

ALGARVE P L U S
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From the seated twist, come
back to centre, facing the top
of the mat. Press your palms
into the floor. Bend the knees
and place your feet on the mat,
hip width apart and parallel.

5

Reclined Spinal Twist
 With

knees still bent, bring
your knees and feet together
and spread your arms out
along the floor to shoulder
height, with the palms facing
the sky.

 Pick

up both knees and draw
them in to your chest. Inhale
to prepare.

 Exhale

and take both knees
to the left and turn your head
to the right to gaze down
your right arm.

 Inhale,

moving knees and
head back to centre. Exhale,
moving both knees to the
right and head to the left

 Repeat

four rounds.

6

Constructive Rest






Finish in centre position
keeping the knees bent and
feet planted on the floor, hipwidth apart. Bring the hands
on to the belly – with first two
fingers and thumbs touching.
Close your eyes.Take a deep
breath in through your nose
and a releasing sigh out
through the mouth.
Rest here, simply feeling the
breath in your belly.



Notice how, as you inhale
the belly rises and as you
exhale the belly falls.

Just be in the ‘here and now’
with your breath and stay
there for five minutes.
 Now hug your knees into
your chest and slowly rock a
little from side to side. Roll
over to your right side and
gently push yourself up to
sitting. Namaste…


OUR
DOORS
ARE OPEN
AGAIN...
WE LOOK FORWARD TO
CELEBRATING A NEW YOU.

Jim

H A I R A RT I S TS

A n n i e M o o r e i s a q u a l i f i e d Yo g a A l l i a n c e a n d B S Y H a t h a Yo g a & Y i n Yo g a , B u d d h i s t M e d i t a t i o n a n d M i n d f u l n e s s
t e a c h e r . S h e l e a d s o n l i n e c l a s s e s f r o m h e r U K s t u d i o a n d r u n s s u m m e r Yo g a a n d M e d i t a t i o n d a y r e t r e a t s f r o m

Phon e or em ail for that special appoin tm en t.

C asa Vida, near Loulé.

T: +351 914 4 52 315 W: Jim hairartists.com E: jim hairartists@gmail.com

E: m o o r w e l l b e i n g @ g m a i l . c o m / W: m o o r w e l l b e i n g . c o m

Estrada Val e d o Lob o 9 47A | 81 35- 016 Al m an cil
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WA S P A N D K A M S M I G H T B E G O O D AT C L I M B I N G H I G H B U T A N A U TO G R A P H D O E S
N OT M A K E A R T. M E M B E R S O F T H E A LG A R V E P H OTO G R A P H E R S G R O U P F O U N D
FA R M O R E I N T E R E S T I N G E X A M P L E S O F S T R E E T W O R K S , W H E R E B U I L D I N G S
B E C O M E T H E D R AW I N G B OA R D F O R M E S S AG E S , A N D A L S O LO N G - H E L D D R E A M S

JAN M TROMP
I M A G I N AT I O N
WHERE
Loulé
WHEN
September 2019

MARTIN
GOODKIND

W H AT ’ S S P E C I A L
Era uma vez um gajo azul
– once there was a blue
guy – generates fantasies.

LOOKING OUT
WHERE
Near the old docks in
Faro

TIPS
Graffiti is everywhere,
so have your smart phone
always ready.

WHEN
August 2020

CAMERA
iPhone XS Max

W H AT ’ S S P E C I A L
Building within building
and different tags.
TIPS
Choose your angle
carefully.

ALGARVE P L U S
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CAMERA
Sony RX10

FRED BOS
WA L L A R T
WHERE
São Brás
WHEN
January 2018
WHAT’S SPECIAL
Different images gathered
together.

TRACIE SMITH

DARYL GABIN

TIPS
Make sure the colours are
well distributed.

11 = LOVE
WHERE
Olhão

ARTISTIC
ADVE RTISING

WHEN
September 2020

CAMERA
Nikon D7100

WHAT'S SPECIAL
I have an interest in
Numerology and the
sum of 8+2+1 = 11. 11 can
symbolise the birth of
a child.
To g e t h e r w i t h t h e A l g a r v e P h o t o g r a p h e r s G r o u p , w e h a v e s e t a l i s t o f
topics for our Interpretations pages for the months ahead. Our guest
j u d g e e a c h m o n t h , s t a r t i n g w i t h G a r r e t t Wa l s h i n M ay, w i l l b e p i c k i n g t h e
images online that will appear in the magazine.

TIPS
Hidden messages can
become the focal point.
CAMERA
Panasonic DMC-G2

WHERE
Just outside Olhão
WHEN
February 2021
W H AT ’ S S P E C I A L
The way the graffiti
overrides the
surroundings.
TIPS
Fill the frame, it's the art
that's important.
CAMERA
Canon 5D3

TECHNO
PLUS
The family-run Amesbury Abbey Group offers
an elegant retirement in country house style at
Monte da Palhagueira.

Here when
you need us

Our exceptional care team treat all our residents
with respect, dignity and friendship, and our nursing
home has a warm, family atmosphere. Each individual
aspect of our nursing care is designed to give our
residents the best possible quality of life and the
highest standards of 24-hour care.

For further information, please contact
Senior Sister Hazel Gordon at
T: +351 289 990 900
E: mdpnursinghome@amesburyabbey.com
Monte da Palhagueira, Gorjôes, 8005-488
Santa Barbara de Nexe, Algarve
www.retirementvillageportugal.co.uk

B O O K ED YO U R N E X T FLI G HT ?
AF TER LOCKDOWN , THE IDE A
OF BOARDING A PL ANE AND
H E A D I N G O F F T O H O L I D AY O R
S E E F R I E N D S A N D F A M I LY I S
I R R E S I S TI B LE . N OW YO U N EED
T O K N O W W H AT K I T W I L L L E T
YO U T R AV E L I N P E AC E
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NURSING CARE

l

Our team spend a lot of time getting to know each
resident as an individual, learning their preferences
and understanding their concerns, working hand in
hand with GPs and other associated care professionals
to provide outstanding personalised nursing care.

NOW HEAR
THIS…
OR RATHER
DON’T!

Wo rd s:

CH R I S PAR TR I DG E

C

ONNECTING AUDIO devices to

smartphones with an annoying bit of
wire is beginning to look distinctly
old- fashioned as Bluetooth increasingly
makes it unnecessary and many highend phones are forcing the issue by
removing the audio socket entirely.
Audiophiles with favourite wired
earphones complain, but Bluetooth audio is now capable
of transmitting the full glory of digital sound and, as
the latest headphones are capable of very high-quality
reproduction, the move to wireless should be welcomed.
The only downside is that the headphones must be
battery powered, which is yet another gizmo to
be kept charged; but that is a small price to pay
for the neatness and convenience of wireless
headphones.
Over-ear headsets have had Bluetooth
for a while because the space in the bins
gave space for the batteries, but recent
advances in chip technology have made
wireless in-ear headsets possible, too.
And travellers can now luxuriate in
the wonder of wireless Active Noise
Cancellation, which strips away the
sound of engines, and even other
people’s children, in a quite magical
way. With a really good ANC headset,
it is a bit like putting your head in a
soundproof box.

ALGARVE P L U S

For those who are looking for the reassurance of
constant professional care, our nursing care may
be the way forward. Alongside all the beneﬁts of
residential care, our nursing care adds the additional
security of 24-hour care provision from qualiﬁed
nursing professionals.

The best news of all is that prices have been going
down steadily and you can get a perfectly acceptable
headset for around €80 nowadays.
However, in the weird world of hifi, gear in the lowest
price bracket tends to be poor, but pay a bit more and
sound quality rapidly improves. Then there is a peak
where sound quality is, frankly, as good as it gets. This
does not stop audiophiles from paying eye-watering
prices for handbuilt gear, of course, but ordinary listeners
find it impossible to tell the difference.
Currently, you can get good sound quality in earphones
or headphones priced from €200. At the €250 mark, sound
quality is superb. Above that, the law of
diminishing returns applies.

Ta k e y o u r p i c k
The basic choice is between
in-ear phones, on-ear phones
and over-ear phones.
In-ear phones are discreet to
wear and convenient to carry,
just slipping in your pocket when
not being worn.
Over-ear phones provide the
best sound, as they isolate the
whole ear and provide lots of room
for circuitry. On the downside,
they make you look like a dorky
sound engineer and they seem
to occupy most of your briefcase

TECHNO
PLUS

MADE IN

BRITAIN
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Active Noise Cancellation
strips away the sound of
engines – and even other
people’s children – in a quite
magical way. With a really
good ANC headset, it is a bit
like putting your head in a
soundproof box.
Below: Soundcore
Liberty Air 2 Pro,
comes in a range of
colours including
blue, black, silver
and pink. Centre:
Purenote drivers,
coated with ten
hardened nanolayers, generate
stunning accuracy
and clarity

when not in use. Plus, because your earlobes are floppy
radiators designed to keep your brain cool, wearing onear headphones can make you feel uncomfortably warm.
On-ear phones sit in the middle, offering good sound
quality in a relatively compact format.
The latest budget pair of in-ear phones is the
Soundcore Liberty Air 2 Pro, from smartphone
accessories maker Anker, available at
Amazon.de at €130.
The stylish earphones fit in your
ear neatly with a stem stick
pointing downwards, and no
fewer than nine pairs of silicone
tips of various sizes ensuring
external sound is excluded
as far as possible. There are
six microphones to monitor
external noise and generate
anti-noise to cancel it, as well
as allowing the earphones to
operate in ‘transparent’ mode
so you don’t have to take
them out to speak to fellowpassengers on that long lookedforward-to flight.
For storage, the earpieces are kept in a box
with a battery, a charging case. The makers claim
that the earphones will keep going for seven
hours, and you get up to three recharges
from the case, which means you get 26
hours listening before you need to find a
mains socket.
The earbuds can be controlled by
tapping, but for those of you who can
never remember the code, all the controls are
available on the Soundcore app. The app also allows
you to adjust the equaliser settings or use one of 22
sound profiles designed to get the best out of movie
soundtracks, gaming effects or different music genres.
For the price, the Soundcore earphones are great,
though if you are prepared to pay a bit more you can get

FOR A TASTIER EASTER

the truly superb Bose QuietComfort earbuds at €279
or the Apple Airpods at the €280 mark – though, being
Apple, I personally think they are a bit overpriced.
The price range for noise-cancelling over-ear phones
is rather wider. At the low end, the Kitsound Immerse
75 bins are good value. They are a comfortable fit on the
head and provide acceptable sound with a measure of
noise reduction.
If you want truly spectacular sound,
however, try the Sony WH-1000XM4
headphones, consistently rated
top by hifi reviewers even though
they cost a meaty €379 at FNAC.
Physically, they are stylish,
as you would expect from
Sony. The sound system
includes artificial intelligence
to provide more accurate
sound from some sources; a
new chip analyses the ambient
sound to provide more effective
cancellation.
The bins also sport a range of
features designed to make your life
just that little bit easier. They know when
they have been put on or off, starting play or pausing
as appropriate. They will even recognise your voice so
when you start talking to the flight attendant or even,
perish the thought, your family, the volume will be
automatically cut.
The first pair of on-ear, noise cancelling headphones I
ever had were from Sennheiser, and I loved them. Their
latest MM 450-X Travel on-ear headphones, €299, are,
as the name suggests, designed for travellers, combining
light weight, modest size, foldability and a wired option
enabling you to use them with aircraft sound systems.
The noise cancelling is excellent, and the addition
of Bluetooth apt-X sound enables you to get CD quality
sound when paired with a suitable source. Unusually,
you can replace the battery with a fully-charged spare to
extend play time.

- HAPPY -

Easter

To discover more, visit or contact:
AGAbrás, Lda, Rua Boaventura Passos, no. 18, 8150-121 São Brás de Alportel
T: 91 781 2155 | E: info@agabras.com | W: agabras.com

PAST
PLUS

W H AT E V E R H A P P E N E D T O …
M O R E N A M E S F R O M T H E P A S T – S O M E W H O H A V E B U I LT O N T H E I R E A R LY
TA L E N T S , O T H E R S W H O H AV E C H A N G E D C O U R S E . . .

Wo rd s:

JILL ECKERSLEY

NIGEL KENNEDY

60s

A child prodigy from a musical family, punk violinist Nigel Kennedy was born in Brighton in 1956. He
attended the Yehudi Menuhin School of Music, and at the age of 16, recorded his version of Vivaldi’s The
Four Seasons with the English Chamber Orchestra. Released in 1989, the album topped the classical
charts for a whole year and turned the young performer into a star.
Being a classical violinist was never enough for him – he extended his repertoire to cover composers
like George Gershwin, and rock artists such as the Doors, Jimi Hendrix
and The Who. He stopped performing for a time in 1991, but was
persuaded to return with Elgar’s Violin Concerto at the 2008 Proms. In
2019, a seven-disc set called The Early Years Collection was launched.
Kennedy now shares his time between Worcestershire, where his son
and former girlfriend live, London, and Krakow, where he lives with his
second wife. He has worked with the Krakow Philharmonic and Polish
Chamber Orchestras, and supports the local football team as well as
his beloved Aston Villa FC. Always outspoken, he is well-known for his
disagreements with record companies, whom he has accused of putting
creative artists into a kind of straitjacket.

70s

OLGA KORBUT

Before Olga, British gym
clubs had about 500,000
members; afterwards,
membership swelled to more
than three million.

60s

LUNCHEON
VOUCHERS

Anyone who worked in a London
office in the 1960s and 1970s was
familiar with the logo of Luncheon
Vouchers Limited, which appeared in
the window of almost every snack bar
and café and meant that you could
exchange your three-shilling (15p
today) voucher for, at the very least, a
sandwich and a cup of tea.
The scheme was started in 1946, when
food was still rationed. It was provided
to employers free of tax and National
Insurance up to a value of two shillings
and threepence (11.25p), saving them
having to go to the trouble and
expense of providing a subsidised
works canteen.
Luncheon vouchers worked well and
it was rare to see a job ad that didn’t
mention them. Originally, companies
were expected to print and produce
their own, but when the scheme went
nationwide in 1955, the standard
voucher appeared all over the
country. However, the amount offered
was never adjusted for inflation,
and in March 2011 the Government
announced that the scheme would
end from April 2013.
Luncheon Vouchers would probably
have been forgotten altogether had it
not been for a notorious case in 1980.
Britain’s most famous madam,
Cynthia Payne, was found to be
running a house of ill-fame in
Ambleside Avenue in suburban
London. Madam Cyn’s mostly elderly
clients could line up on the stairs for
the ‘personal services’ – and pay using
outdated Luncheon Vouchers. There
were two movies made about her and
her business and those innocent little
blue vouchers never looked quite the
same again...
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At the time of the Munich Olympics in 1972, women’s
gymnastics was regarded as something of a niche
sport. That changed forever when a tiny (4ft
11ins/150cm) waif from the Soviet Union, with a big
smile and her hair in bunches, won hearts and three
Gold medals performing gymnastic feats that hadn’t
been seen before.
Olga Korbut came from Belarus – she was
nicknamed 'The Sparrow from Minsk' – and dominated
her sport for the next four years, as well
as increasing its popularity among
the young. Before Olga, British
gym clubs had about 500,000
members; afterwards,
membership swelled to more
than three million.
Olga competed again in
Montreal in 1976, winning
a team Gold and another
Silver medal, and retired the
following year. She became
a teacher, married, and had a
son, before emigrating to the
United States in 1991. She worked
as a gymnastics coach in New Jersey
and later in Georgia, before settling in
Arizona and becoming a US citizen in 2000. She
then became a motivational speaker as well as teaching
gymnastics to private clients.
Olga visited the UK in time for the 2012 Olympics in
London, where there was a special exhibition at the Royal
Opera House that included the stories of 14 of the Olympics’
most successful athletes, including hers. ”I didn’t expect this
– I’m so honoured to be here!” she said.

l

70s

1970s TV wouldn’t have been the same without
Starsky and Hutch… and the twosome wouldn’t
have been the same without Huggy Bear, their
street informant, the charismatic guy with a
twinkle in his eye who always knew what was
going on in the ’hood…
Huggy Bear was played by New York Cityborn actor Antonio Fargas. He had appeared in
a string of what were known as ‘blaxsploitation
movies’ in the 70s but it was his four-year stint in
the TV smash hit that turned him into a star. He
continued to work in both films and TV and made
some forays across the Atlantic to appear in I’m
a Celebrity, Get Me Out Of Here! for British TV in
2004 and, three years later, in pantomime.
Upon his return to the US, he divided his time
between the East and West coasts, restoring old
houses in New York State and Connecticut and
becoming involved in supporting the arts, welfare
and education among disdvantaged communities
in Rhode Island.
Starsky and Hutch was a huge success on
French TV as well, and one of the creators of
French cop drama, Cherif, persuaded Antonio
to appear in a Huggy Bear episode in 2018.
Married twice, with four grown up children,
he is now based primarily in Los Angeles,
where he enjoys a friendly game of poker and
cheering on his son Justin’s football career.

ALGARVE P L U S
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ANTONIO FARGAS

EXPAT INFO
PLUS
DESIGN . ENTERPRISE

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

NEW LIFE HERE? THINK
BEYOND RESIDENCY
WHILE BECOMING A PORTUGUESE RESIDENT IS A KEY STEP
I N S E T TI N G U P H O M E H ER E , YO U N EED TO A DJ U ST YO U R
TA X , I N V E S T M E N T S , P E N S I O N A N D E S TAT E P L A N N I N G ,
S AY S G AV I N S C O T T, S E N I O R P A R T N E R , B L E V I N S F R A N K S

Web Design
Web Development
Social Media
Online Advertising
Newsletters
emailings

Brief: to update branding in line with company evolution

Brief: produce a be tting catalogue for art gallery event

Graphic
Brochures
Catalogues
Lea ets
Advertising
Stationery
Outdoor billboards
Stands
Signage

Brief: to create a calling card that will be remembered

Brief: Create a hardwearing but luxurious room directory

Production
Copywriting
emailings
Photography
Printing
Merchandising

Brief: create upmarket brochure to case study projects

Brief: create an of ce interior to meet client expectations

Brief: create a harmonious sign system to locate villas

U K p r o p e r t y The Brexit countdown encouraged
many Britons to move to Portugal in 2020, perhaps
earlier than originally planned and without having full
time to prepare. Although this would have guaranteed
citizens’ rights under the UK-EU Withdrawal Agreement,
there may be financial pitfalls from rushing such a move.
Getting your tax and financial planning right from the
outset makes things easier and more cost-effective
for you. But even if you’ve been living in Portugal for a
while, there are usually steps you can take to improve
your situation.
P o r t u g a l ’ s t a x r e g i m e You need to prepare
for a completely different tax system here to back home.
While there can be tax benefits in both countries, some
opportunities may be lost if you wait until you have
changed residency. New arrivals in Portugal may qualify
for the highly beneficial ‘non-habitual residence’ (NHR)
regime, which offers tax exemptions on some foreign
income for your first ten years here. If you have not
been a Portuguese resident in the previous five calendar
years, apply for NHR at your local tax office as soon as
possible after you relocate.
Even if you do not qualify for NHR, you should explore
the most tax-efficient investment, pensions and estate
planning solutions for your particular circumstances and
goals. Before you do anything with your UK assets, make
sure you understand your options and how the right
timing can lower tax liabilities in both countries.
U K p e n s i o n s While 25% of cash withdrawals can
be taken tax-free in the UK, once you are a Portuguese
resident they become taxable here (along with other
non-government service UK pension income) at rates
between 14.5% and 48%. If you qualify for NHR,
however, you would only pay a fixed 10%.
Take some time to review your pension options,
including whether you could benefit from moving UK
pensions to a Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension
Scheme (QROPS). Doing this is currently tax-free for
EU residents, but now that Brexit is here, the UK could
potentially widen its 25% ‘overseas transfer charge’ to
capture EU transfers.

U K i n v e s t m e n t s Once you become a non-UK resident,
UK investment products such as ISAs and insurance bonds
can lose their tax benefits, with interest or dividends
taxable in Portugal. If you cash-in these investments as
a Portuguese resident, capital gains tax can also apply.
Explore alternative investment options here that offer better
tax-efficiency, estate planning and currency benefits.
U K p r o p e r t y If you sell your main home when in the
UK, it escapes Portuguese tax, but once resident here, UK
capital gains are added to your other income and taxable
at Portuguese income tax rates. Again, you could enjoy
exemptions if you have NHR status. You could also avoid
taxation by reinvesting the gain into another main home in
Portugal (within 36 months of sale). Retirees can also avoid
capital gains tax when reinvesting into an eligible insurance
contract or pension fund – great news for downsizers.
E s t a t e p l a n n i n g f o r P o r t u g a l In Portuguese
succession law, ‘forced heirship’ automatically distributes
certain proportions of your estate to your spouse and
children, even if your Will specifies otherwise. While you
can elect for the relevant UK/home country law to apply to
your estate using the ‘Brussels IV’ EU regulation, this can be
complex and have unwelcome tax implications, so consider
your options carefully.
Applying Brussels IV will not affect liability for Portugal’s
version of Inheritance Tax. Local ‘stamp duty’ charges 10%
on Portuguese assets inherited by any heirs other than your
spouse or direct family. If you remain UK-domiciled – as
many expatriates do – your worldwide estate could also
attract UK inheritance tax, so take specialist advice to plan
accordingly. Careful estate planning is crucial to ensure the
right money passes to the right hands at the right time.
Take personalised, cross-border advice to make the most
of suitable tax, pension, investment and estate planning
opportunities so you can relax and enjoy your new life here.
And schedule regular reviews to check everything is still set
up in the best way for your family’s circumstances.
All information is based on Blevins Franks’ understanding of
legislation and taxation practice, in the UK and overseas at the time
of writing; this may change in the future.

Brief: create an upmarket magazine for members in
Quinta do Lago resort
T: 2 8 9 3 5 0 1 5 0 / E : p o r t u g a l @ b l e v i n s f r a n k s . c o m / W : b l e v i n s f r a n k s . c o m

designworks . t. +351 917 203 850 . design@suzisteinhofel.com . www.designworks.com.pt
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Digital
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Brand Strategy
Naming
Logo design
Brand Identity

ALGARVE P L U S

Branding

ADVICE
PLUS

YOUR money
R I C A R D O C H AV E S O F A L L F I N A N C E M AT T E R S I S O N T H E P L U S
TE A M A N D H ER E TO A N SWER YO U R Q U ESTI O N S O N TH E I S S U ES
T H AT A F F E C T Y O U R L I F E S T Y L E I N T H E A L G A R V E . T H I S M O N T H ,
INSURANCE AND BUSINESS EXPENSES COME UP

Here to help
If you need to move money to or from
Portugal we’ll help you save time and
money with:
Excellent exchange rates
No transfer fees
Personal account management
Flexible transfer options
Expert insights

Let’s talk currency

Find out more at currenciesdirect.com/portugal

Algarve office

© Currencies Direct Ltd, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AA, United Kingdom. Registered in England & Wales, No.: 03041197. Currencies Direct Ltd is

Ave 5 de Outubro, No 246,
Almancil, 8135-103
+351 289 395 739
algarve@currenciesdirect.com

water damage, damage caused by the collision of land
vehicles and aircraft crashes, falling or breaking objects,
payment of expenses related to demolition and removal
of rubble in the event of an accident, electrical hazards,
damage due to smoke or heat, civil liability – you must
ask the insurance broker for precise details of your
policy covers you for.
The tax year in the UK runs from April 6 to April 5.
Now that I am living here full time, what do I need
to be aware of in terms of Portugal’s tax year?
The tax year in Portugal is the same as the civil year, so
in 2021 you will declare income from 1 January 2020 to
31 December 2020. If, however, you arrived in Portugal
last year, you need to submit a tax return for that period
(from xxx to 31/12/2020).
Please note that it is also necessary for those who
stopped being Portuguese residents in 2020 to submit a
tax return from 01/01/2020 until the date they left.
Please remember that the IRS needs to be submitted
between 1 April and 30 June and that it is done
electronically, which means that you need to have logins
to access the tax portal.
While lockdown continues, can we charge to tax
the cost of any meals we have had delivered to us at
home? I am a sole trader.
As a sole trader you may be in the simplified regime,
where the tax is assessed on a percentage of your
income. Depending on the level of your turnover,
incurring chargeable expenses may be acceptable – and
necessary – but in many cases it is not.
If you were on the formal regime, where the
taxable income is determined on your profit instead
of a percentage of your income, certain items such as
entertainment and travelling expenses are deductible,
but only on the proviso that they don’t exceed 10% of
gross income.
Also, as you can deduct only 15% of the VAT paid on
each meal on your IRS, it makes sense that you should
not charge these expenses as part of your business, but
rather use them on a personal level, as you would have a
greater benefit.

authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as an Electronic Money Institution under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011. Our FCA Firm Reference number is 900669.
Our EU services are provided by Currencies Direct Spain.
© Currencies Direct Spain, E.D.E., S.L., Avenida del Mediterráneo, 341, 04638 Mojácar, Almería, Spain. Registered in the Commercial Registry of Almería under the Spanish

Email your finance questions for Ricardo to martin@algar veplusmagazine.com for

tax ID number B04897930. Currencies Direct Spain, E.D.E., S.L. is authorised by the Bank of Spain as an Electronic Money Institution under Law 21/2011 of 26 July and Royal
Decree 778/2012 of 4 May. Our registration number with the Bank of Spain is 6716.
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GO MOVES

Once we get the all-clear to travel again, I am
thinking of closing up my house and taking off with
the family for a good few months. What insurance
do I need in place, apart from the basic ones, that
will give me peace of mind? I do have quite a few
artworks and a lot of computer equipment, as well
as a home cinema.
Anyone who has a home should have multi-risk and
house contents insurance in place. What a lot of people
fail to realise is that in some situations, you may be
overpaying for coverage that will not be met by the
insurer, because there are limits in the law.
Multi-risk insurance is mandatory if your property is
a condominium, and is also required by the banks if you
have a mortgage. It ensures that if there is damage to
your home, for example fire damage, someone pays for
the reconstruction of the property.
When applying for a mortgage, an expert appraiser
from the bank will assess how much the property
is worth on the market, and its value for insurance
purposes. It is vitally important that you understand that
these are different values.
For example, if you take out a mortgage for €200,000
and something happens to the property, the insurance
company will not pay out how much it is worth to sell,
but only the value of the bricks, cement and labour
– which may be €50,000 or €60,000 – necessary for
a rebuild. This means that while you may have been
paying a premium on an insurance policy for €200,000,
you will never get more than the rebuild cost if you have
to make a claim.
The same will happen with the contents insurance.
You need to list all of the items that you have in your
home, with their individual values. It is important that
you show this to the insurance company by category
of asset, for instance furniture, artwork, ornaments,
televisions, electronic devices, etc.
Last but not least, make sure you have taken out
multiple coverage that includes robbery and, in the
event of robbery, protection for you as the policyholder
and your spouse in the event that any personal injury
is incurred. Vandalism, fire, lightning and explosion,
natural disasters (such as storms, landslides and floods),

l

A family-run business based in the Algarve.
Full/part house removals with or without
pack and wrap service. Collection and delivery
service from any shop in the Algarve to your house.
No job is too big or small. We cover the Algarve, Portugal,
Spain, France and may consider other countries.
enquiries@gomoves.eu
913 318 990 | 913 206 015
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GO MOVES

EXCHANGE
PLUS

very comfy
sofa

39.00€

A STORY
TO TELL
460.00€

85.00€
with oodles of ideas

dinner for 6

High quality pre-loved and upcycled furniture and gift centre
Browse: www.kitandcaboodle.pt Chat: 00 351 289 394 257

.00€

199

Email: sales@kitandcaboodle.pt Visit: Almancil, next door to Algarve Express
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ARREN AND LOUISE moved to

Portugal in 2017. Initially, they weren’t
sure whether their move would be
permanent, so they decided to rent
out their property in the UK and rent
an apartment in the Algarve. And
they needed to transfer their tenant’s
monthly payments to their account in
Portugal to cover their own costs and used their bank to
make the transfers.
The couple were charged £25 for every monthly
transfer, and found that the exchange rate they were
offered for their payments was a lot lower than they
had been expecting. After a year of putting up with
uncompetitive rates, they decided to look for an
alternative provider.
Darren and Louise had made a number of friends in the
local expat community, and one of them recommended
Currencies Direct. The couple gave the company a call,
had a chat about their requirements, and opened an
account that day.
The person they spoke to was friendly, knowledgeable
and able to give them guidance about a number of transfer
services that they’d never heard of before. And aware that
Currencies Direct do not charge transfer fees, they knew
they’d make an immediate saving of £300 a year, while
benefitting from the far more competitive rates offered.

Specialist currency services
By the end of 2019, Darren and Louise had fallen in love
with the Portuguese lifestyle, and taken the decision to
to settle in the country for good. They put their house in
the UK on the market, and started to look for a property
to buy in the Algarve.
Their house sold quickly, leaving them with £275,000 to
transfer to Portugal; they rang their account manager at
Currencies Direct to talk through their plans.
At the time, the GBP/EUR exchange rate was trading
around €1.17, but they thought it could strengthen further.
As they hadn’t found their dream home yet, they decided
to set a rate alert and picked their target exchange rate

(€1.20), knowing they’d receive an instant SMS and email
if the market moved to that level. Currencies Direct also
sent them daily market updates with the latest rate
movements so they wouldn’t miss out if the market moved in
their favour.
The rate did hit €1.20 in February 2020. As the couple still
weren’t quite ready to finalise their property purchase, they
decided to use a forward contract to fix that rate.
By fixing the rate with a small deposit, they knew exactly
how much their transfer would be worth when they were
ready to bring all their funds to Portugal, and although
using a forward contract would mean that they’d miss out if
the rate strengthened further, they enjoyed peace of mind,
knowing that they’d be protected from negative movements.
As it happened, the coronavirus pandemic had a dramatic
impact on the currency market in March and, by the time
the couple were ready to complete their transfer in April
2020, the GBP/EUR rate was trading in the region of €1.14.
Fixing the rate at €1.20 meant their £275,000 was worth
€330,000. If they hadn’t fixed the rate and had made their
transfer at €1.14 they would have received €313,500 – a
difference of €16,500.

C o n t r o l l i n g yo u r c u r r e n c y t ra n s f e r s
The couple’s currency transfer was processed quickly and
securely, and they were delighted with amount they received.
More than 12 months later, they still use Currencies Direct to
send funds to family back in the UK.
With the Currencies Direct online service and app they’re
able to check live exchange rates anytime, anywhere and
move money in minutes as and when they need to. They also
know that their account manager is always on hand if they
need to have a chat about their transfers.
As this example shows, there are lots of benefits to using a
currency specialist rather than a bank. Explore your options
now and find out how much you could save.
Currencies Direct has helped over 325,000 individuals
and businesses move money abroad since 1996. It has an
‘Excellent’ Trustscore on Trustpilot, over 20 global offices
and a team of more than 500 currency experts.

For more detailed information , please contact the loc al of fice T: 2 8 9 3 9 5 7 3 9 or register at
c u r r e n c i e s d i r e c t . c o m / p o r t u g a l to get regular updates on the currency markets ,
(u s e A l g a r v e P L U S m a g a z i n e a s t h e r e f e r e n c e) .
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your own
cosy corner

175.00€

M OVI N G M O N E Y I N O R O UT O F TH E
COUNTRY? READ THIS COUPLE’S
S T O R Y A N D F I N D O U T W H AT M A K E S
USING A CURRENCY SPECIALIST
BETTER THAN USING A BANK.
A DVI C E FRO M J OS E ALM E I DA

l

249.00€

ALGARVE P L U S

Upcycled
chest

DATELINE
PLUS

THE agenda
T H I S M O N T H ’ S S P E C I A L S E L E C T I O N O F T H I N G S WO R T H S E E I N G

shop, I knew what I liked but had little idea
of the complexity of their work and the
processes behind the production of their pots
and platters and bowls. And no clue
whatsoever about clay or the glazes
or even the timespan from concept to
execution to finished piece.
So, when I heard about a workshop
in the old pottery in Loulé, I enrolled
immediately, and a completely new
world opened up to me.
By the time I made my first pinch pots,
I had learned about the different kinds
of clay, about glazes and engobes,
about firing temperatures and how to
stock a kiln. But mainly I learned how
impatient I am.

and friends and today, every now and then,

Now, two years later, I am the owner of

a less unattractive piece made by my own

a variety of ugly plates, some unround

hands finds its way into my shop and from

bowls (one for my ignorant cat) and

there into the home of a new owner.

a butter dish which looks more like an
architect’s model of a building. But
for me these pieces are unique and
beautiful and I love every single one.

Rua 5 de Outubro nº 68 . Loul é . +351 964 222 612
Insta gram: www.insta gram.com/martina.loul e/

It took some time before I felt brave

Fa cebook: www.fa cebook.com/martina.loul e/

enough to show my work to family

www.martina-loul e.com

Hugo Auler
F R E S C O G A L L E RY,
ALMANCIL, 911 765
566, OPENS 6 APRIL

The doors will open this
month once again with
a collective that includes
pieces by BrazilianAmerican Hugo Auler,
an artist who explores
colour, textures, and
abstractionism.

Francisco Manuel
Ibanez Benabe
G A L E R I A C Ô R T E - R E A L , PA D E R N E , 9 6 1 5 2 8 6 7 9

‘Akasuki’ from a new collection paintings by this fine
Spanish artist whose portraiture captures the many inner
emotions to be found in the human face – a gentle smile
from the eyes and the mouth. 130cmx110cm.
Oil mixed media.

Sylvie Paulic
TAV I R A D ’A R T E S ,
TAV I R A , 9 6 2 0 1 2 1 1 1

Specialising in oils and focusing
on portraits, still life and interior
views, Paulic’s work loosely echoes
the styles of the old masters she
has been inspired by, and conveys
her love of colour, light and
shadow. 80cmx80cm.
IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE
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wanted to showcase their collections in my

A R T

ALGARVE P L U S

When I first met ceramic artists who

The light at the end
of the proverbial
tunnel gets brighter
and more welcoming
every day – here’s to
the good times ahead,
starting 5 April
when many a door
will open. Cinema,
theatres and shops
are due to re-open 19
April, from which
time restaurants
will be able to seat
four inside and
six outside, and
weddings, though
with reduced
numbers, are back
on the agenda.
Sporting events,
too, will be up and
running (always
check regarding any
restrictions) and for
added vroom, the
Portuguese Grand
Prix is on –
2 May in Portimão.

DATELINE
PLUS

THE agenda

S P E C I A L

T R E A T S

EASTER CAKE TIME

l

BEACH CLEAN-UP
Vale do Lobo
24 April, 10.00 – 13.00

The beach clean up at Vale
do Lobo beach marks Earth
Day, celebrated on 22 April.
The event will start with a
short walk along the beach,
where the goal is to collect the
garbage found and count it
at the end. Volunteers should
wear comfortable clothing,
and bring a hat, sunscreen, and
water. Check valedolobo.com/
en/events for regularly updated
information about this and
other events.

Os Agostos, Santa Bárbara de Nexe
A D V A N C E D
N O T I C E

A R T

FARO BLUES

QUINTA ART COLLECTIVE

Teatro Lethes, Faro,
23 and 24 April, 21.30
Tickets €12 one day, €22 two days

In the beautiful gallery space in the Associação Cultural Re-Criativa República
14, (the café and bar add to the delight), the indomitable team of five will be
exhibiting their newest works. Not to be missed… and more about them coming
soon. Call 962 544 650 / hello@quintaartcollective.com for details

This international festival is
organised by the Blues Association
of the Algarve and promises to be a
treat to those who love the genre.
actateatro.org.pt/teatrolethes

R E P Ú B L I C A 1 4 , O L H ÃO, 7 M AY F O R S I X W E E K S

MARIO HENRIQUE
A R TC AT TO, LO U L É ,
912 267 351

Somnium No 3, Series VIII.
Acrylic and oil on reversed canvas.
120cmx150cm. Based in Cascais,
Henrique is best-known for his
contemporary portraiture. His work is
in private collections across Europe,
America and Asia.

VIVIANE

Teatro das Figuras, Faro
22 April, Tickets €12
French-born Portuguese singer,
songwriter, and lyricist, Vivianne
intertwines different genres to create
‘Mediterranean Fado’. Her repertoire
includes songs with her own lyrics
as well as poems by renowned
Portuguese authors.
teatrodasfiguras.pt

Made with love for a Happy Easter, Os Agostos’ amazing
100% vegan folar cake is now available to order. Your
tastebuds will be tingling, thanks to delicious hints of ground
fennel, anise and cinnamon, topped off with caramelised
golden brown sugar to add extra sweetness. Get your order
in fast with Maria Farrajota osagostos@osagostos.com

museum for everyone

ALAALGARVE P L U S

The Campus, Quinta do Lago
Experience the same high-performance training as top athletes Rio Ferdinand and the entire
Irish rugby team who have used The Campus, a state-of-the-art sports facility with beginners’
clinics, private, and professional coaching. Get your trainers out and join one of these classes,
streamed into your home this month:
Mondays: Core Conditioning, Tabata & HIIT.
Wednesdays: High Energy Strong Workout & Pump Conditioning
Thursdays: Power Yoga, Barre Fitness, Yogalates & Guided Meditation
Register at thecampusqdl.com/en/fitness/online-health-fitness-classes/

BUY A BOOK…
SUPPORT ARA

Mar Shopping, outside
Starbucks, 20-27 April

The museum in São Brás de Alportel is so much more than its title suggests. A social
venue where organisations and groups meet to share and explore different interests,
it is thoroughly integrated into the expat communities throughout the region. During
lockdown, the Museum’s volunteers have worked tirelessly behind the scenes on its new
Accessibility Project, designed to create the ‘Museum for Everyone’, where sensory
experiences are embedded in the proposition. The renovation of the existing garden has
been core to the project, with the plants and trees identified in Portuguese, English and
Braille. The existing infrastructure and facilities have also been improved to provide an
educational element promoting awareness of renewable energies.
The Museum will reopen to the public 5 April and a programme of activities will be
announced shortly. Check the website for updates: museu-sbras.com
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Two recitals in the stunning concert
gallery at Os Agostos with works
by Mozart, Beethoven, Enesco
and Liszt. Matinees at 11:00 and
evening performances at 19:00
on both days. Reserve by email to
reservasconcertos@gmail.com and
discover more about what Amigos
de Musica has to offer members
and visitors at
amigos-de-musica.org

LIVE FITNESS CLASSES

l

Os Agostos, Santa Bárbara de
Nexe, Pianist Constantin Sandu,
20 and 22 April

D O I N G G O O D
T H I N G S

F I T

ALGARVE P L U S

M U S I C

AMIGOS DE MUSICA

S T AY I N G

More than just another book
about pets, For The Love Of…
is a collective of charming
poems in different languages
accompanied by illustrations
and stories from youngsters at
school in Almancil. Rather than
a set cover price, a donation of
a minimum of €10 is required
per copy. You can also buy the
book via Gofundme at
gofund.me/7a752626. The
venture is in support of ARA
(Animal Rescue Algarve), the
charitable organisation that is
successfully caring for, and rehousing, abandoned pets. ARA
dogs should be attending the
event on the 23rd, 24th
and 25th.

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE

LAST WORD
PLUS

AND finally

We’ll look after
your tax affairs while
you look after
your lifestyle

W H E N A N T H O N Y M A R T I N WA S S U M M O N E D F O R H I S C OV I D
JA B , H E WA S C O N C E R N E D H E ’ D M A D E T H E F I R S T G R O U P
B E C A U S E T H E E X P E R T S K N E W S O M E T H I N G H E D I D N ’ T. A N D
T H AT O L D F R I E N D S W O U L D S TA R T P L A N N I N G T O V I S I T

D
ALGARVE P L U S
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O YOU REMEMBER evenings with

friends in times gone by, when you
would meet up in establishments they
called restaurants, where they had
staff who, if asked nicely, would bring
you food and wine? There you could
sit and while away an evening with
good food, laughter and conversation.
Which is what we did quite frequently.
And we spoke of many things – not just of shoes and
ships and sealing wax, and cabbages and kings – but
of the hoary old subject that folks of a certain age keep
returning to… health and their lack of it.
“Pain, you call that pain? Wait until you have a kidney
stone. Did I tell you when…?” and so on, with each
participant in the conversation
trying to top another’s previous
ailment.
I only tell you this because of a
text message I received just a few
weeks ago.
The phone pinged, but I didn’t
look at it immediately as I thought
it was yet another message from
Pingo Doce offering a hefty
discount on ten kilos of bacalhau,
providing I also bought a dual pack
of Cif. But no, this was a message
of major importance, from no lesser
body than the DGS, informing me
that I had been selected for the
anti-covid vaccination – phase one.
I couldn’t believe it, I read it
twice and then ran it through
Google Translate.
Phase one, me? I was excited, ecstatic, broke open my
best packet of biscuits (the one I had been saving for a
special occasion) and thought, I must phone everyone.
But then reality hit, as this message had a serious
double edge to it, if not a triple. Firstly, I was feeling fine
– surely there are many people who should be ahead of
me? Secondly, if I, who am not in the upper age group,
had been elevated to the giddy heights of the list, then
there must be something seriously wrong with me. And
lastly, how could I tell certain aquaintances that I am in
phase one when they, who believe each hour of their day
is their last on this earth, have not yet been contacted.
Who am I to encourage jab jealousy? They would

ostracise me and make comments like: “Who does he
think he is, phase one, indeed?” And “he looks so good,
he must be fit – I even saw him tying his shoelaces the
other day”. So I didn’t say a word.
A few days later came the telephone call. Do I want
the jab? Silly question really, they might just as well
have asked if I wanted to do my part in saving mankind
from extinction, or how would I like to stay alive a little
longer? The only possible answer was a very firm yes.
The appointment was made, but of course I could
no longer keep it a secret, I had to ’fess up. And there
lay the problem, not so with my friends here but with
those in the ‘old country’. For they, like us, have been in
solitary confinement and practising hermitry for the past
year, but whereas we had fresh air, sunshine, beaches
and swimming pools to distract
us, they did not. Their suffering
was, I must admit, partly my fault
as I kept pointing the camera
towards everything they did not
have, but now that I have had my
jab, the question is should I make
amends and throw open the guest
amenities; I have finally run out of
excuses.
In the past, we have used
various ploys – in no particular
order: builders laying a new floor,
bathrooms being re-tiled, lightning
strike and no wifi, and the best one
of all, borehole failure. Apart from
a plague of locusts, I can’t think of
another reason to keep them away
now that lockdown is becoming a
thing of the past.
I’m okay for a while longer as I can’t have the second
jab for three months, which means we can’t be overrun
with visitors until at least the end of June.
But, be that as it may, I was planning, prior to that,
to gather together all my geriatric, twice-vaccinated,
friends here to have a party. I’d like to rent a beach
restaurant, have a tattooed heavy on the door in a black
suit, with earpiece and lapel mike with an open channel
to the INEM, who will also keep out all the kids under 70.
There we would eat, drink and shuffle along to the
sounds of Little Richard, Joe Cocker and Procol Harum
et al. Don’t spread it around... we may even track down
and invite a good weed supplier.

I broke open
my best packet
of biscuits
(the one I had
been saving
for a special
occasion)

.

